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Connectors suit
heavy equipment

OBSOLESCENCE

Peak choice

One of my favourite phrases is ‘nothing stays the same forever’. I use it as a shield
against unwelcome change. Today, the change I’m defending myself against
is ‘choice’. For my entire life, every strata of society—education, employment,
consumerism, politics, healthcare and more—has worked double-time to
convince me that, without sufficient choice, my life would somehow be lacking.
However, I imagine that like most things, choice follows a bell curve.
Too little choice stifles innovation and condemns people to inferior
products and services. Too much choice adds unnecessary cost, complexity
and waste. Somewhere in the middle lies optimum choice.
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Tap into
25-years’ experience

ENCLOSURES

Who remembers the ‘lot size one’ frenzy of the 1990s? Every configuration, of
every product, was going to be available to everybody, immediately. All this
required was immaculate levels of information and perfect manufacturing
processes, all operating across pristine global supply chains. Some sectors got close
and many others were working towards that goal. Then came the pandemic.
Over recent weeks, my choice of camera, dent puller, tumble dryer,
dehumidifier, wall heater, soap and toothpaste, was no choice at all.
Versions of all the above were available, just not my preferred ones.

Specifying high performance
plastic enclosures

Time will tell, but I think we reached peak choice a couple of years
ago. I imagine optimising choice would simplify product design,
purchasing, manufacturing and maintenance. Maybe industry will
refocus on ‘software defined products’, where hardware is standardised
and a line of code here and there provides the differentiation
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Export ban will
define semiconductor
sector in 2023

Following news that TSMC reported strong Q3
2022 results, GlobalData’s thematic research
director, Josep Bori, offers his view: “TSMC’s
strong Q3 2022 results could earn it the ‘last
man standing’ moniker given the current sector
backdrop. From the Intel and Nvidia profit
warnings to more recent negative outlooks from
Samsung, AMD, Kioxia and Micron, it is clear that
semiconductor demand is losing momentum.
Yet, TSMC managed to deliver growth and
provide an outlook above market expectations.

View current editions online – www.electronics-sourcing.com
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“Despite management warnings of weakening
end market demand and customers’ ongoing
inventory adjustments, the company
remains structurally very well positioned. Its
advanced technologies (5 and 7nm nodes)
accounted for 54 per cent of total wafer
revenue, up from 51 per cent last quarter.
This manufacturing technology leadership
places TSMC front and center of any country’s
artificial intelligence (AI) strategy, as advanced
AI chips require this miniaturization level.
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“The fundamental question in the coming
months is how the likes of TSMC, Samsung and
ASML will react to broader restrictions on the
export of advanced chips and tools to China.
Remaining neutral will become increasingly
difficult for companies based in Taiwan,
Korea, the Netherlands or Japan, despite the
significant economic costs of not doing so.
“As the flare of geopolitical tension in early
August following the visit to Taiwan of
Nancy Pelosi demonstrated, the US export
bans on chip technology transcends the
semiconductor industry. In GlobalData’s view,
this is about AI dominance, which underpins
what many call the 5th industrial revolution
and, ultimately, about global economic
leadership in the next few decades.”
globaldata.com
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Made in the USA parts
target military, aerospace
and more
CDM Electronics has announced availability
of Amphenol Nexus Technologies’ AJ and AP
Series of QPL MIL-DTL-55116 and M55116-Type
audio connectors. Engineered to meet and/
or exceed the requirements of Department of
Defense command, control, communications
and computer (C4) systems, the parts are
widely specified for the broadest range of
mission-critical military, tactical, aerospace,
industrial and public safety applications.
The ‘made in the USA’ components support
OEMs’ initiatives to minimize supply chain
disruption while ensuring the performance
of vital communications networks.
Product groups include the high-performance
five and six-contact QPL MIL-DTL-55116/1
through M55116/14 interconnects and
accessories in standard and lightweight
versions to support military radios, tactical
intercom networks and rugged-environment
communications requirements.
Panel and cable-mount series encompass
waterproof, polarized plugs and receptacles
with either crimp sleeve or solder cup contacts.
Right-angle M55116-Type shielded plugs are also
available for space-limited designs. Additionally
inventoried is the 50 per cent smaller TAC
Series of six to 10-pin M55116-Type connectors
optimized for soldier-worn applications.
cdmelectronics.com

10/11/22 10:29 AM

Connectors suit heavy
equipment

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2022

Heilind Electronics is now offering a broad
variety of modular hybrid connectors from JAE.
KN06 series connectors are designed with heavy
equipment in mind. The rectangular, singleengagement lever locking design is ready to meet
the demands of semiconductor manufacturing
and other large industrial applications that require
multi-pole wiring. The products can mate up to
300 positions in a single lever locking connector.

221012_TSHQual_ELECSRG_EU_Snipe.indd 1

10/11/22 10:29 AM

The series can accommodate six modular
insulator blocks which share parts with the KN01L
series. Secure mating is aided by a 32-position
selectable key to prevent misalignment. A
lightweight, plastic, outer shell reduces weight
and effort when mating the connector. The lever
lock furthers mating integrity and ease of use.
www.heilind.com
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1887

Emile Berliner receives the patent for the gramophone.
James Blyth builds the ﬁrst electricity generating wind turbine.
Herman Hollerith receives a U.S. patent for his punch-card calculator.
Sager opens its ﬁrst location in Boston, Massachusetts.

All great things begin with a single step – or in Sager’s case a single storefront.
Recognized as the ﬁrst distributor in the industry, Sager opened for business one hundred thirty-ﬁve years ago in
downtown Boston, Massachusetts, servicing the growing interest in radio technology.
Under the vision and leadership of Joe Sager, the company established a thriving business that put the needs of its
customers ﬁrst. Since then Sager has grown into a North American distributor of interconnect, power, thermal and
electromechanical products and a provider of custom design and
manufacturing solutions.
And after 135 years, Sager still operates just as Joe envisioned – based on a
commitment to exceeding expectations and keeping the customer at the
center of its business philosophy.

Sager Electronics, a TTI Inc., Berkshire Hathaway Company

www.sager.com | 1.800.724.8370
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ES News
In Brief
Distribution name change
Allied Electronics & Automation
is rebranding as RS in Q1
2023. CEO of Allied’s parent
company RS Group, Lindsley
Ruth, said: “Aligning all of
our businesses under RS
Group allows us to operate
as a single global integrated
solutions partner, expanding
our value proposition and
making it easier for our
customers and suppliers
to do business with us.”
www.alliedelec.com
Chips implementation
requires focus
IPC chief technologist,
Matt Kelly, said: “Advanced
packaging is a key element in
defining the next generation of
semiconductor innovation. It is
making possible spectacular
new technology solutions.
But in order to achieve
these goals, companies and
governments will need to
determine how to cultivate
robust regional advanced
packaging ecosystems.”
www.ipc.org
Rep covers Pacific Northwest
EAO has announced a
new manufacturer sales
representative partnership
with Straube Associates
Pacific Northwest, covering a
territory including Washington,
Oregon and a portion of
Idaho. EAO’s president, Jim
Valentino, said: “Straube’s years
of experience, knowledge
and leadership will be an
integral part of EAO’s growth
strategy in North America.”
eao.com
Over 35 new brands
Mouser Electronics has
added 36 new manufacturers
through the end of August
2022. The new manufacturer
partners include:
Solidigm (NAND flash
and SSD); Amphenol PCB
Piezotronics (piezoelectric
sensors); The Modal Shop
(structural vibration and
acoustic sensing); Allegro
MicroSystems (power and
sensing solutions); and
Labforge (smart cameras).
mouser.com

Micro D-subs in stock

Glenair’s TwistPin family of micro D-subminiature
connectors is now available from Powell
Electronics. The devices are designed to
offer outstanding mating performance, high
durability and minimal contact resistance
for applications where interconnect failure
is not an option. Further stated benefits
include high current ratings, low circuit
resistance and good EMI/RFI shielding.
The QPL83513 micro D and COTS connectors
feature Glenair’s high-density micro TwistPin
contacts set on .050 centers in arrangements from
nine to 130 contacts. Thanks to material selection,

Photocouplers available
for fast delivery

Newark is now shipping new-to-market smart gate
driver photocouplers from Toshiba. Available for
fast delivery, the range includes the TLP5212 and
TLP5222 devices which suit applications including:
inverter circuits in industrial control equipment;
power conditions in solar power systems and UPS;
and residential home battery systems.
Newark’s VP of product and supplier
management, Simon Meadmore, said: “Newark
has a very successful long-term relationship
with Toshiba and we are pleased to expand our
range of innovative solutions from this globally
respected brand. We are committed to regularly
launching new devices that enhance our existing
portfolio to support the needs of our customers.
“Customers can now enjoy enhanced availability
of Toshiba’s products from Newark, coupled
with rapid access to new-to-market technologies
that support a wide range of IGBT and MOSFET
control and power protection applications.”

fabrication and heat treatment techniques,
TwistPin contacts resist high temperature stress
relaxation for up to 1,000 hours at 125°C.
Available with insulated and uninsulated wire,
PCB, solder cup and flex terminations, as QPL
or commercial variations, the devices provide
a reliable solution for high-performance
interconnect requirements including high
temperature and hermetic applications.
Space-grade connectors with NASA and
ESA screening options are also available.
www.powell.com

Easily add threaded
PCB inserts

Keystone
Electronics
has expanded
its portfolio of
ultra-flat surface
mount thread inserts
with the launch of metric
(M2.5, M3 and M4) and
inch (2-56, 4-40 and 6-32)
threaded versions. With
a protrusion of just 0.3mm
above the board, particularly flat
integration is possible. Tape-and-reel packaging
means these ROHS-compliant products suit most
vacuum and mechanical pick-and-place assembly
systems. The inserts are available from Rutronik.

The products are packaged into a low profile 16pin SO16L with an operating temperature of -40
to 110°C.

The packaging and design make it quick and
easy to add the tin-coated steel thread inserts
to printed circuit boards. The same technology
used for other surface mount components
is employed which optimizes handling time.
This method also avoids damage that could
be caused using conventional methods
for threading printed circuit boards.

www.newark.com

www.rutronik24.com
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It’s The Human Component
that sets TTI Apart
Sure, we warehouse more than
850,000 part numbers, but it’s the
Human Component that gives TTI
an advantage others can’t touch.
TTI Specialists add product
knowledge, purchasing assistance,
industry trends, design expertise,
supply chain updates, the newest
technology and more.

See what you’d look like
as a human component
at ttipartsportrait.com

Max Lalor

Field Account
Representative

The Electronic Components Specialists
1.800.CALL.TTI | tti.com
A Berkshire Hathaway Company

View from the Top

Supply chain
control tower
becomes a reality
Avnet regional president, Americas electronics components, Dayna Badhorn, presents
Avnet’s perspective on 2023: challenges ahead but light at the end of the tunnel
As 2022 draws to a close,
Avnet is reflecting on another
year of shifting sands in global
technology supply chains.
With the tumult of 202021 behind us, this year has
presented its own obstacles
to suppliers, customers and
distributors, raising questions
over what’s in store for 2023.
Our team at Avnet is
forecasting continued, albeit
new, uncertainties into next
year. While some lead times
are retreating, customers are
still facing a growing list of
inventory that isn’t accessible,
whether components are
stranded along the supply
chain or have become the
proverbial ‘golden screw’.
This imbalance in the mix of
available inventory means
that, while many components
are freeing up and the days
of 40 to 50-week lead times
are receding, end-products
are still being delayed due
to a small number of critical
unavailable components.
To support our customers,
Avnet has extended our
pipelines to ensure we have
the necessary inventory, and
enhanced our collaboration
with suppliers and customers
to better understand their
needs. Yet one of the most
valuable adaptations we made
was, on its face, one of the
simplest: regular, detailed

updates with lead time
trends across product lines.
This practice of data-sharing
is not something new. It
escalated in the early days
of the Covid-19 pandemic
when customers were anxious
over factory shutdowns in
East Asia in Q1 2020. As the
market shifted in late 2020
and the first signs of shortages
emerged, our regular updates
on lead times became a vital
piece of the planning puzzle
for purchasing professionals,
helping them better
understand what they could
expect for inventory moving
forward. In improving how
we track this data, Avnet has
also been able to gain greater
insight into customer demands
and supplier availability.
When it comes to inventory,
Avnet is now managing a
longer pipeline of products
than ever before in our 100plus year history. That means
our greatest priority has been
planning, particularly on highservice parts: components
with high customer counts
or high quote activity. By
establishing a long pipeline
with our suppliers, we’re able
to proactively buy inventory
that customers regularly ask
us to quote for projects.
So where does the industry
go in the next five years?

08 November 2022 • www.electronics-sourcing.com

Our prediction is a supply
chain driven by far greater
automation and a much larger
digital footprint than we saw
pre-pandemic. By making
those improvements in-house,
Avnet has made its vision of
a supply chain control tower
into a reality, creating a digital
twin of the entire electronics
supply chain for more
visibility, agility and control.
While the industry needs to be
ready for continued shortages
over the coming years, we are
seeing conversations shifting
from current shortages to
planning for the next quarter.
That requires continued
collaboration between Avnet,
our suppliers and customers
to understand factory plans
and production needs.
Macroeconomic trends will
have an impact as well. The
recently signed Chips Act
will undoubtedly drive more
capacity, but demand could
still outstrip supply for years
to come. That’s particularly
driven by rapid growth in the
electric vehicle and its need
for charging, clean energy and
industrial IoT sectors as global
markets shift to embrace
these new technologies.
www.avnet.com

Avnet regional president,
Americas electronics components,
Dayna Badhorn

“”

Avnet has been
able to gain
greater insight into
customer demands
and supplier
availability
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View from the top

Is or isn’t the US
in recession?

XTG president and TTI Senior VP business
development, Michael Knight

XTG president and TTI Senior VP business development, Michael
Knight, asks whether, in today’s modern working world, a classic
recession is the alarm bell it once was
In the past there has
rarely been second
guessing about whether
or not our economy
has been in a recession.
The numbers are the
numbers, right? But
our economy and
society are in new
territory in so many
ways that the recession
2022 is getting second
guessed like crazy.
As a matter of evolution,
we are highly sensitized
to signs of trouble over
all other signals in our
environment. With the
US Q2 GDP report we
got what appears to be a
flashing red light when
the reported headline
number declined for
the second quarter
in a row signaling, in
classical terms, that we
are in a recession. Or
are we? Is contracting
GDP a true harbinger
of trouble these days?

I must admit, I was
surprised by the news.
In early May I got up in
front of over a thousand
people to deliver a talk
on the outlook for the
macroeconomy and
the ramifications for
my industry, which is
electronic components.
Given the strength in our
economy, and the actual
factors that triggered
the Q-Q decline in GDP
for Q1 (rising oil prices,
deliberate reduction in
government spending,
supply chain shortages,
reaction to Omicron and
declining exports due to
a rapidly strengthening
dollar), I was sure Q2
would be an up quarter.
And I wasn’t alone
in that conclusion.
In fact, as recently as
the week before the
Q2 numbers were
released economists and
government officials

10 November 2022 • www.electronics-sourcing.com

like Yelin, Lagarde and
Powell were calling
for a better Q2 result.
And in the weeks
after the 28 July GDP
report, a growing
number of economists
have been saying we
are actually not in
a recession. What’s
going on? Shouldn’t
this be a crystal-clear
sign of trouble?
There is no doubt that
our economy is cooling
off. Cooling off after
running hot for more
than a year is natural
and, one could argue,
necessary. In fact, that is
exactly what the Fed is
doing with their policies,
cooling things off to
reverse the inflation
that supply chain issues
and a strong economic
environment are causing.
Despite that, more than
half a million jobs were
added in July alone

“”

As recently as the
week before the
Q2 numbers were
released economists
and government
officials like Yelin,
Lagarde and Powell
were calling for a
better Q2 result

View from the top
and the unemployment rate
remains at its lowest level
since 1969. And gas prices
have receded contributing
to a bounce in consumer
sentiment. The chief economist
at Moody’s, Mark Zandi,
said last week: “This is not a
recession. It’s not even in the
same universe as a recession.”
He went on to predict that the
GDP declines will get revised
away before the Q3 is over.
So where is the disconnect?
It starts with the fact that the
GDP metric was crafted in
the 1930s, and hard-coded
by Keynes during WWII as
a measure of a country’s
economic performance. It only
counts goods flowing through
official, organized markets
and as such doesn’t capture
much of the economic value
that technology creates today,
such as the benefit of free apps
on our devices (GDP assigns
zero value to goods with zero
price), nor does it count homebased businesses or the gig
economy where an estimated
30 to 50 per cent of those who
work make their living. And
things like natural disasters
increase GDP during the period
of rebuilding that follows,
so a negative for health and
well-being that is counted as
a positive for the economy.
Consensus amongst economists
is that GDP is anachronistic
for many reasons, including
the fact that it doesn’t consider
income distribution across
a society. A more modern
metric that accurately reflects
prosperity for all is needed
but when it comes to what
that looks like, consensus
breaks down. The bottom
line is that like so many other
things in the modern world,
an economic recession isn’t
the alarm bell that it once
was. It is helpful to have an
understanding of that in order
to not overreact when numbers
come out each quarter.
tti.com

“”

Things like natural disasters increase GDP
during the period of rebuilding that follows,
so a negative for health and well-being that
is counted as a positive for the economy
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DISTRIBUTION MARKET WATCH

Distributors grow line cards
even as supply chain
turmoil deepens
Distributors continue to add line cards to expand offerings even as they initiate inventory
reduction actions to support suppliers as global demand weakens

As the electronics industry
went through another one of
its supply chain disruptions
over the last two years,
component distributors
responded with critical supply
chain management moves
that included the addition
of new supplier line cards
to help ensure they could
continue servicing customers
through the crisis. All the
top distributors reported
additional agreements with
suppliers of semiconductors,
passives and electromechanical
components in addition
to other partnerships and
inventory management actions.
Today, as suppliers report
slowing demand in the face
of global economic malaise,
distributors are stepping up
with strategies to deflect the
worst of the market downturn.
They are helping to whittle
down inventories and to
reduce the impact of dropping
average selling prices on
profit margins and supplier
cash flow. Many suppliers rely
especially on distributors for
regular inventory level updates
to enhance the management
of their internal productions
and foundry commitments.

C

Companies like Mouser
Electronics said they added
dozens of suppliers in recent
years and have continued
even amidst signs the industry
was beginning to experience
another downturn. This is the
extra value that distributors
provide to help smooth the
industry’s wild cycles, they

said. By increasing the number
of suppliers, they ensure that
customers can see them as
one-stop service providers. This
was problematic during the
period of scattered shortages,
but most OEMs still appreciate
the opportunity to source
components from a single
provider before branching out
to supplement procurement
operations with offerings
from second tier sources.
In addition to widening
their roster of suppliers,
distributors also provided
value-added services to
suppliers and customers by
expanding technical literature,
hiring more field application
engineers and by beefing
up digital services. Mouser,
for instance, increased line
cards, but the company also
added technical information
to its websites and increased
opportunities for designers
to educate themselves about
the components ahead of
procurement contracts.
Mouser said it also uses
other avenues to reach out
to customers, including
newsletters, whitepapers and
other technical documents
on its website and via
presentations by its employees.
“Mouser’s customers can
expect 100% certified,
genuine products that are
fully traceable from each of
its manufacturer partners,” the
company said, in a statement
on its website. “To help speed
customers’ designs, Mouser’s
website hosts an extensive

“Engineers look
to Mouser for
the latest, most
innovative
products for
their designs,
and we strive
to meet their
expectations”
Jeff Newell, senior VP,
products, Mouser
library of technical resources,
including a Technical Resource
Center, along with product
data sheets, supplier-specific
reference designs, application
notes, technical design
information, engineering tools
and other helpful information.”
Adds Jeff Newell, Mouser’s
senior vp of products, in
a September statement
announcing the addition of 36
new vendor lines, “Engineers
look to Mouser for the latest,
most innovative products for
their designs, and we strive
to meet their expectations by
connecting them with leading
component manufacturers in
our ever-expanding line card.”
The company said it now has
more than 1,200 suppliers

offering a broad range of
components. Companies added
this year to Mouser’s line card
include NAND flash and SSD
technology supplier Solidigm
and Allegro MicroSystems,
which makes power and
sensing products for motion
control and energy-efficient
systems. Labforge, a supplier
of smart cameras, also joined
Mouser’s supplier roster during
the year, the company said.
Bulking Up
Line card addition activities
have been especially robust
in the specialized distributor
segment where companies
distinguish themselves on their
ability to support customers
with offerings that they may
have problems sourcing
elsewhere. In October, Heilind,
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a specialist in connectors,
relays, sensors, switches and
other components, increased
its offerings with the addition
of modular hybrid connectors
from JAE. It added JAE’s KN06
series connectors used in
heavy equipment by industrial
OEMs and semiconductor
manufacturers. Heilind
earlier this year introduced
additional components from
Amphenol, Hirose, Omron
and Panduit, among others.
Tier-1 distributor Avnet
Inc. has also been busy
beefing up its supplier list.
In September, the company
reached an agreement to
represent Andapt, a supplier
of programmable power
management semiconductors.
Avnet said it would begin
offering the Irish company’s
products immediately to
customers worldwide.
“Andapt’s programmable
PMICs have a potential
to be a game changer for
the industry much like
programmable logic devices
(PLDs) and FPGAs integrated
discrete logic components,”
said Alex Iuorio, senior vp,
business development at
Avnet. “Andapt’s programmable
PMICs will provide Avnet
customers with similar
benefits as PLDs/FPGAs such
as increased design flexibility
and configurability, reduced
part count and board space,
and quicker time to market.”
Earlier in the year, Avnet rolled
out ADAS sensing solutions
from LeddarTech, adding to
other deals made since Phil
Gallagher took over as CEO two
years ago. The Avnet boss had
promised “to build on Avnet’s
core distribution business by
leveraging our talented people
and strong relationships to
deliver profitable growth.”
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Perhaps the most significant
deal Avnet struck this year,
though, was its collaboration
with Amazon Web Services
to support OEMs in the IoT
market. The agreement would
link Avnet’s IoTConnect
platform with AWS’ portfolio
and leverage cloud offerings

for design engineers in the
connectivity space. Avnet would
be able to access a range of
AWS services, “including IoT,
machine learning, analytics,
and compute services,”
the companies said.

“Avnet lives at
the intersection
of connected
technology
by regularly
working with
leading hardware
manufacturers
and building our
expertise at the edge
and cloud”

Avnet said the agreement
would enable OEMs to focus
on design activities, including
the design of applications,
and accelerate their timeto-market by tapping into
the distributor’s network
of systems integrators and
software developers.
“Avnet lives at the
intersection of connected
technology by regularly
working with leading
hardware manufacturers
and building our expertise
at the edge and cloud,” said
Lou Lutostanski, vp of IoT at
Avnet. “With our help, OEMs
don’t have to go it alone
to deliver simple, fast and
secure IoT implementations.
Our collaboration with
AWS will help OEMs
design, build, deploy and
manage cloud connected
devices, applications and
solutions at scale.”
Outreaches like these
were essential to staying
nimble and responsive to
customers at the height
of the ongoing supply
crisis despite strains on
resources from the outbreak
of Covid-19. Employees
at many distributors were
impacted by the pandemic,
which forced companies
to adjust operations and
shift some workers to home
locations. Ongoing efforts
to source components
for OEM customers
also crimped resources
although distributors
said they complemented
operations with digital
services that helped to
reduce the pressure.
Online distributor Digi-Key,
too, has increased the number
of products on its line card
this year. It recently added
Schneider Electric, a vendor
of electrical and automation
products. The agreement

Lou Lutostanski, VP, internet
of things, Avnet

in September covers
North America, according
to Eric Wendt, director of
automation at Digi-Key.
“Digi-Key and Schneider
Electric are going the extra
mile to provide the absolute
best possible customer
support,” Wendt said. “Digi-Key
customers can now access
much of Schneider’s portfolio
of high-quality products for
a wide range of applications
and markets, ranging from
industrial automation to
power management, and
many solutions in between.”
Inventory reduction
As the industry transitions to
a new growth phase marked
by a weakening economic
environment, distributors
are also modifying their
strategies and focusing
more on inventory reduction
activities. With manufacturers
reporting sharply lower
sales forecasts, distribution
executives said they must be
ready to support customers
in the downcycle as they
tamp down on production.
Supportive actions here
would include more
frequently disseminating
information on inventory
levels, actual consumption
and expansion of sales
into adjacent markets.

In a sign of the changing
times, Arrow Electronics
in its Market Trends report
noted that it was monitoring
order cancellations at
suppliers and foundries,
noting that the industry
should prepare for a “a period
of more orderly growth,”
according to the report.
“Against the current
background and trends,
distributors as the
intermediate link of the
whole industrial chain
have big room to leverage
their role,” the report said.
“Although they cannot
directly regulate the chip
market, it is nevertheless
possible for distributors to
play their role as a ‘reservoir,’
strengthen communication
with manufacturers for
updates and capacity
information, and strive to
obtain more supply support
from them, meet customer
needs and get competitive
prices as much as possible.”

Supply chain

Keeping
production
lines running
Classic Components’
vice president and
general manager, Mike
Thomas, walks readers
through the process
of doing business with
independent distributors
Supply chain disruptions
are nothing new and faced
with chronic shortages
and extended lead
times manufacturers are
considering independent
distributors. For many
companies, sourcing parts
from the independent
channel requires a
significant shift in mindset.
Classic Components’ vice
president and general
manager, Mike Thomas, said:
“Some companies make the
decision to place orders with
independent distributors
the very first day they are
in operation because they
understand our market and
how we operate in it. But
there is an equal number of
companies that are hesitant
because the chipmakers
and franchise distributors
have invested millions over
the years to de-incentivize
their customers from
going to the open channel.
And I understand that.
“If you are a manufacturer,
you need to have as part of

your supply chain strategy
an independent distribution
plan. How are we going
to engage? We don’t want
to give a broker business
and take it away from
the franchisor/authorized
distributors. But right now,
we are the guys that can be
strategic and can get parts
that work when you need
them at a competitive price.”
During chip shortages,
companies can be duped by
counterfeit products. Thomas
describes the situation
like this: “An OEM needs a
part, but none of the major,
trusted sources have it for
at least 52-weeks. What
happens when an online
search produces a list of
company names the OEM has
never heard of? How do they
know which are legitimate
and which are not? Classic
Components knows all
the players overseas. We
have conducted rigorous
audits and met many of the
owners. We know which
companies are legit and
which should not be called.
That is what we do.”
An independent distributor
can also offer supply chain
management along with a
rigorous quality inspection
process to ensure the
authenticity and quality of
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each component received.
Classic Components utilizes a
quality management system
and holds certifications
including AS9120B, a
requirement for distributors
serving the aviation, space
and defense industry.

reinforces the legitimacy of
the independent channel.
We are literally helping
to keep manufacturers’
production lines running
in some cases.”
www.classic-ic.com

Thomas added: “When
the parts arrive, we know
how to make sure they
are good quality.”
The process includes
conducting a detailed
risk profile considering
the known reputation
of the vendor, part and
end use. In addition, the
customer is surveyed
regarding the date codes,
traceability, etc. Classic
Components has developed
a scoring system to
establish the risk involved
in each transaction.
Thomas said: “The process
of authentication is much
more extensive for higher
risk profile items to ensure
the chips are legitimate
and high quality. There
are a lot of steps, and it is
very expensive and timeconsuming but is critical
when the product is a
pacemaker, for example.
“Just as it did in 2018, the
current chip shortage really

“”

During chip
shortages,
companies can
be duped by
counterfeit products
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Tap into 25-years of obsolescence
management experience
IIOM Global’s vice chairman, Wolfgang Heinbach, invites readers to visit an IIOM meeting
as a guest, become a member, learn from others and get help from solution providers
Issues the electronics industry
is currently facing, like broken
supply chains, the silicon chip
crisis and lack of material,
carbon energy and people, are
obsolescence related problems.
It’s clear that companies
not taking note of potential
obsolescence and creating a
strategy to overcome it will be
in big trouble, sooner or later.
Many companies have
experienced obsolescence and
fight it with makeshift and
best effort approaches, most
of them reactive. The typical
approach is ‘we can’t get this,
big problem, let’s start some
emergency actions’ wasting
money and work force time.
Is there a better approach?
Yes, there is. For 25-years
the International Institute of
Obsolescence Management
(IIOM) has helped companies
manage obsolescence through
research, best practice
exchange, standardization
activities and continuous
professional development.
Formerly founded as the
Component Obsolescence Group
(COG) in the UK in 1997, it
has developed from a small
group of companies to a global
community with Chapters in

Germany, France, India and
the United States and several
hundred members worldwide.
Regular member meetings
and an international
conference provide a mix
of formal presentations and
informal events at which
obsolescence engineers, buyers
and solution providers can
exchange ideas—not just on
obsolescence but also key
issues such as REACH, conflict
minerals and counterfeiting.
The meetings also provide
access to suppliers of the latest
tools and systems developed
to support obsolescence
monitoring and management.
IIOM Global is dedicated to
improving the knowledge and
best practice of obsolescence
practitioners. The IIOM
United States Chapter plans to
introduce a monthly webinar
series later this year to provide
obsolescence management best
practices to the community.
Traditionally, systems such
as: air traffic control; aviation
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flight computers; railway
signaling; nuclear powerplant
controls; medical scanners;
communication infrastructure;
and many other legacy
business systems and utilities,
are good examples of being
overtaken by new technology.
The principles that apply to
these products can also be
used successfully for software,
hardware, spare parts and skills.
For equipment with a
long lifecycle, the original
design requirement remains
unchanged, sometimes for
several decades, meaning
that proactive obsolescence
management has become a
necessity to ensure delivery
to the customer in a cost
effective and timely manner.
The skills associated with
obsolescence management
are an asset to any purchasing
department. When the buy
in from management, to
engineers, to purchasing
is there, it is a force to be
reckoned with. The practices
carried out in organizations
that suffer at the hand of
obsolescence are relevant
for the current supply chain
and companies that you
wouldn’t expect, automotive

IIOM Global’s vice chairman,
Wolfgang Heinbach

for example, are employing
engineers with obsolescence
skills to aid future resilience.
The time is right to implement
obsolescence management
and act proactively. Visit an
IIOM members meeting as a
guest, become a member and
learn from others or get help
from the solution providers.
Obsolescence is here to stay and
will not go away by ignoring it.
theiiom.org
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When the chips are
down there are options
Winslow Adaptics’ CEO, Teri-Ann Winslow, throws a safety net to electronics
purchasing professionals facing genuine or temporary obsolescence
Semiconductor shortages are frustrating.
It’s keeping buyers on their toes and
things don’t seem to be getting better.
The situation is expected to improve but
when? Today’s obsolescence marketplace
now includes temporary obsolescence:
like allocation on steroids. Many
component types are either temporarily
unavailable, have lead times extended
or there’s no delivery information
available. Counterfeits are a real threat,
driven by the air of desperation.
Winslow Adaptics’
CEO, Teri-Ann Winslow

If a redesign seems the only solution,
it doesn’t have to be. It’s worthwhile
sitting back and weighing the options.

Could something else be deployed to
solve the problem? The answer is yes.
Clever techniques are available to
enable the original design to be used
in the world of legacy designs and
high-reliability markets of defence
and aerospace where re-design either
isn’t an option or isn’t cost-effective.
Interposers—which connect to a
functionally suitable alternative-—
are a proven, reliable option. If the
component supplier or engineering
can suggest a functionally identical
part, an interposer is viable.

Falling lead times will likely
increase end-of-life notices. Given
the experience gained over the last
two years, implementing a risk
management strategy should be easy
by leaning on the experience gained.
For over 40-years, Winslow
Adaptics has helped in the design,
development and manufacture of
products that support electronics
system lifecycle in industries
such as medical, defence,
aerospace, automotive and rail.
www.winslowadaptics.com

Talk to Winslow today and discover how
our solutions can solve your supply gap!
Using our vast design & manufacturing
experience, we are here to help quickly and
affordably resolve your supply chain problems

WWW.WINSLOWADAPTICS.COM
SALES@WINSLOWADAPTICS.COM
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Easing
obsolescence
complications
and challenges
Digi-Key Electronics’ director of global applications
engineering and technical support, Brian Metelak,
highlights the services, tools and support available
to tackle obsolescence

Obsolescence can be
complicated and challenging
for purchasing professionals
to navigate. Digi-Key
Electronics receives a fair
number of questions like ‘is
there a timeline for when
this particular part will
become obsolete?’ While
not every manufacturer
has the same process,
most suppliers will have
a similar operation when
updating a part’s status.
If a supplier decides
to phase out a certain
technology or design,
they’ll inform distributors
as soon as possible, often
providing a product change
notification (PCN) to go
with that update. This
lets Digi-Key plan the
product’s availability cycle
as it moves through stages
such as: not recommended
for new design, last
time buy or obsolete.
With a designation like
‘not recommended for new
design’ or NRND, Digi-Key
can give purchasers visibility
into whether a product is
approaching its end-of-life.
Although NRND products are
still in production, available

and don’t have a known
date for obsolescence, the
manufacturer anticipates
or has seen a decline
in sales and is likely to
discontinue it in the future.
Manufacturers also often
share information about a
replacement part, which
is then noted in Digi-Key’s
system. By keeping parts
data accurate and upto-date, customers have
real-time visibility into
Digi-Key’s inventory.
If a customer has ever
purchased a part that’s
going obsolete, they will
be emailed to notify them
about the product status
(in case they want to
place a final purchase)
and if substitute parts are
available. Sometimes, even
when a part is no longer
being manufactured, DigiKey has stock because of its
inventory depth and breadth.
Once a product is officially
marked obsolete, Digi-Key
has dedicated procurement
and customer services
teams and tools that give
purchasers options. For
example, cross-reference
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tools give customers
alternative options so
they can evaluate the
parts for their design.
If a bill-of-materials is
available, it can be entered
into myLists, Digi-Key’s parts
list management platform.
This will indicate if any
of the parts are obsolete
or not recommended for
new designs. Even just
entering a part name,
keyword or number via
the homepage brings up
a wealth of information
about a part’s status,
including if it’s obsolete (or
headed that direction) and
alternatives to evaluate.
Along with self-serve tools,
customers can find archived
resources and interact
with technicians on the
company’s TechForum.
Digi-Key’s technical support
team can review obsolete
part inquiries and help
customers find a substitute
or alternative. These types
of questions and answers are
then archived and searchable
in the future. Support staff
are available via online
chat, email and phone.

Digi-Key Electronics’ director of global
applications engineering and technical
support, Brian Metelak

Over the past few years,
lead times have been
challenging. Digi-Key only
marks products obsolete
if the manufacturer issues
official notification. The
company also works hard
to help customers initially
pick the correct part,
so they don’t run into
obsolescence down the road.
www.digikey.com

“”

Cross-reference
tools give customers
alternative options so
they can evaluate the
parts for their design
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WHAT CRYPTO VOLATILITY
MEANS FOR THE ELECTRONIC
COMPONENT SUPPLY CHAIN

A

s global economic downturn affects consumer
markets, and cryptocurrency itself goes
through some major changes, a new crash in
demand is once again influencing electronic
component supply. As crypto continues to shift availability
and pricing of components, companies should track
its movements to secure their own supply chains.

How Has Cryptocurrency Influenced
the Semiconductor Industry?

The crypto market is intricately woven into supply and
demand for the semiconductor industry, and crypto’s
fluctuating value has shown the effect it can have.
In 2017, crypto miners stockpiled supply of Nvidia’s GTX
10 series and AMD’s RX 500 series graphic cards and
consequently drove them into a shortage. Nvidia tried
to discourage crypto mining customers by reducing
their chips’ mining efficiency by 50%, but they continued
to buy the parts regardless and drove up pricing.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, consumers upgraded
computers for both professional and personal use.
This, combined with a boom in crypto demand, caused
component prices to skyrocket while supply dwindled.
Manufacturers’ suggested retail prices (MSRP) for
GPUs tripled during periods of intense demand. Supply
decreased to the point that consumers were forced
to pay scalpers outrageously marked-up prices.
By 2021, crypto mining comprised 35% of global
consumer demand for GPUs. The number of orders
for DRAM components, GPUs, plus other advanced
chips and wafers overwhelmed manufacturers
and once again caused a supply race.

process, demand for GPUs fell rapidly in the beginning of
2022. The first two months of the year saw Nvidia’s sales
of GPU cards drop by 75% in comparison to the year prior.
Additionally, proof-of-stake is predicted to reduce global
electricity consumption by 0.2%. This comes just in
time, as environmental policies have started to focus on
crypto’s excessive use of energy. Previously, bitcoin mining
operations alone accounted for 2.2 GW of total energy
consumption in China. China’s recently announced carbon
neutral policy put a target on crypto mining, making it a
popular target for cutbacks in energy consumption.
Environmental policies like this, combined with the
drop in demand caused by global economic downturn
and Ethereum’s new system, have caused GPU prices
to fall below MSRP, and demand has flatlined.

How Your Business Can Secure Supply

While manufacturers and their customers don’t
need to understand all the ins and outs of crypto, it
shouldn’t be ignored as a factor in the supply chain
as it has repeatedly proven its ability to introduce
volatility into the semiconductor market.
When crypto prices rise, the cost of components will
likely follow suit. If companies are looking for cost-saving
opportunities, they should take advantage of the current
market and buy components now while crypto demand
and pricing is low. If the crypto craze returns with a
vengeance, this market won’t stick around for long.
www.fusionww.com

How Proof-of-Stake Changes the Game

Ethereum was the top consumer of high-end GPUs through
2021, but a new “proof-of-stake” mining system has
eliminated the need for GPU cards. In preparation for this

Fusion’s global service
oﬀering has expanded
– to serve you better

Meet us at Booth C2 259
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Delivering
obsolescence
management
solutions

TTI’s SVP commercial business operations, Melanie Pizzey, encourages
purchasing professionals to partner with distributors offering deep,
wide and authorized inventories
Component obsolescence is
an issue many companies
think little about—until
they have to think about
it a lot. IHS Markit reports
the average life cycle of
integrated circuits has
decreased by about 30
per cent over the past two
decades. Companies facing
the growing dilemma of
component scarcity and
obsolescence must develop
a mindset and systematic
process for dealing with these
concerns before they become
a line-down challenge.
Organizations that partner
with a reputable, reliable
distributor of fully authorized
parts can draw from its
resources, capture a realtime inventory assessment
of their current capabilities
and proactively plan
for the future to make
obsolescence issues obsolete.
The quickest, most obvious
solution to an obsolete
component need is to develop
an established relationship
with a distributor that can
provide quality alternative
products that are on their
shelves and ready to ship.

Distributors with deep and
wide inventories of hard
and impossible-to-find
parts—knowing companies
will need such components—
purposefully stock them
for these occasions.
Specialty distributors
employ seasoned product
specialists who know the
specifications of components
and their availability and can
cross reference component
alternatives to avoid
line-down situations and
potentially avoid the need to
re-engineer board designs.
Companies working with
these authorized distributors
also avoid the growing
likelihood of obtaining faulty
or counterfeit components
since top distributors only
offer fully authentic parts.
Another way distributors
help manage obsolescence
is by equipping companies
with tools to monitor the
status of their current
component inventories.
BoM management analytics
provide a real-time inventory
assessment on current
component availability and
life expectancy. This includes
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product change notifications,
end-of-life alerts and other
valuable information those
companies will need for
the near-term future.
This customer/distributor
relationship can keep
everyone happy. Design
engineers can identify
available parts to meet their
requirements and functional
specifications. Compliance
managers can ensure
products meet required
regulations. Production
managers benefit from
reduced interruptions to their
product manufacturing lines.
Procurement officers ensure
their teams only purchase
quality, authentic parts.
From a more proactive
perspective, many
distributors provide
inventory management
programs so organizations
can manage their supply
chains by pipelining
components directly into
their production process
to avoid the extra costs,
downtime and other
headaches that can
accompany component
shortages and obsolescence.

TTI’s SVP commercial business operations,
Melanie Pizzey

Distributors can deliver an
obsolescence management
solution that’s flexible,
scalable and tailored to an
organization’s inventory
management and delivery
requirements. This reduces
procurement, logistics and
shipping costs and maximizes
inventory efficiencies to
lower total cost of ownership
while reducing the impact
of components that are
reaching the end of their life.
The most effective way
to deal with a potential
problem is to resolve it
before it becomes an actual
one. Distributors with deep
and wide inventories of
fully authorized electronic
components keep customers’
factory floors running
smoothly and ensure the
parts they need in the future
are in their hands today.
tti.com

LEADING SUPPLY CHAIN
SERVICES SINCE 1984
Tailored support to sell or purchase
excess electronic components
State-of-the-art operational facilities and
storage solutions on three continents
Shortage sourcing for a full product
range — motherboards, CPUs, HDDs,
SSDs, ICs, memory, and more
Dedicated IT asset management team to
provide end-to-end support

VISIT US AT
ELECTRONICA
MUNICH

Tenured professionals and commodity
experts to help guide decision making

NOVEMBER 15-18
STAND C2.139

Data-driven market intelligence
information supported by Smith’s global
network of trusted partners
EXPERT SERVICES THAT CONNECT
BUSINESSES TO THE ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS THEY NEED

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE

smithweb.com
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Focus on
counterfeit clues
and red flags
As Flip Electronics explains,
when the realization
comes that a part just isn’t
available, don’t panic and
don’t lower standards
Today’s electronics
manufacturing market is
rife with challenges, all of
which have put the supply
chain top of mind. Combined
with lengthening lead
times, lingering shortages
and shorter end-of-life
cycles, these trends are
giving counterfeiters the
pressure points they need
to slip more fake products
into the marketplace than
ever. Manufacturers need to
increase their supply chain
vigilance to ensure they
aren’t caught in the trap.
US-based semiconductor
firms face more than $7.5
billion in counterfeiting
costs each year, according
to the Semiconductor
Industry Association.
Government estimates put
counterfeit semiconductors
and other electronic parts
as approximately 15 per
cent of the Department
of Defense supply chain.
These are huge numbers.
Costs associated with
counterfeiting are
staggering. For OEMs,
replacing a $2 part can cost
as much as ten times that
to replace once the chip

has been put on a circuit
board. Counterfeit electric,
electromechanical and
electronic parts jeopardize
national security initiatives
and harm an organization’s
brand. The biggest threat,
though, is to human life,
both civilian and military,
where a fake chip can lead
to catastrophic failures.
Counterfeit products are
getting harder to spot
as well. There are seven
types of counterfeit parts
in the electronics supply
chain: recycled, remarked,
overproduced, out-ofspec, cloned, forged, and
tampered. In many of these
cases, better technology
has allowed thieves to
create more convincing
fakes even more cheaply
than before. Their bag of
tricks has expanded to
include acid washes, surface
sanding, river washes and
exposure to open flame
to conceal a part’s true
origin. Then, using digital
printing techniques and
lasers, crooks neatly relabel
the part and put them
on the open market.
Criminals are finding new
ways to scam buyers.
For example, some are
embedding ‘trojan codes’
into FPGAs or memory
components, which is
something that can’t be
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tested for. These codes can
give malicious actors a
backdoor into systems and
could potentially allow the
IC to be reprogrammed
by a bad actor.
Sticking to known suppliers
and traditional sources
is the best safeguard but
increasingly that may not be
a completely realistic choice.
Instead, everyone must do
what they can to sort good
from bad. Buying from
known good sources through
authorized distribution and
direct factory purchases
should always be the goal.
In addition to careful
sourcing, buyers can
leverage a combination of
good avoidance practices,
physical inspection and
electrical testing of parts.
Never stray from the
stringent quality standards.
Establish protocols and
procedures for component
testing that include a range
of approaches including:
visual inspection, blacktop/
remarking testing, x-ray
and destruct testing. No
approach is foolproof,
but persistent and
consistent awareness of
potential counterfeits is
the best path forward.
Start thinking about
mitigating the risk of
counterfeit parts early in the

new product introduction
process. Purchasing should
prioritize products that
are early in their lifecycle
and abundantly available.
Two sources are always
better than one. If a
device is encountered
near its end-of-life, look
for potential red flags:

“”

When the realization
comes that a part just
isn’t available, don’t
panic and don’t
lower standards
• A supplier with no
contractual arrangement
with the original
manufacturer. Know the
chain of custody for the
parts being bought
• What does the supplier’s
marketplace reputation
look like? What trade
organizations does it belong
to (ECIA, for example)?
• Have past experiences
been good? Have partners?
If they have no history,
there’s a potential problem
Continues on page 24 >
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Obsolescence

Some unauthorized
suppliers may be
trustworthy partners but
dipping into that pool
increases risk. If it’s a
necessary and worthwhile
risk, make sure the
quality control team is
on the job. Find as much
information from the part’s
manufacturer as possible:
what does it look like
and how it’s packaged/

labeled. Confirm the parts
can be traced throughout
their lifecycle, back to the
original manufacturer if
possible. Fair warning,
that can be a big ask.
On hard-to-find parts,
lower the risk profile
by working down the
sourcing continuum,
always starting with
authorized distributors.

When the realization
comes that a part just isn’t
available, don’t panic and
don’t lower standards.
There are authorized
sources that focus on
EOL and obsolescence.
www.flipelectronics.com

“”

Buying from known
good sources
through authorized
distribution and
direct factory
purchases should
always be the goal

016008C Series

The World’s Smallest Wirewound Chip Inductor!
• Measures just 0.47 x 0.28 mm with a height of 0.35 mm
• Choose from 36 precision-spaced L values from 0.45 to 24 nH
• Higher Q than all thin film types: Up to 62 at 2.4 GHz
• Ideal for high-frequency applications, such as cell phones,
wearable devices, and LTE/5G IoT networks

Full Specs & Free Samples @ coilcraft.com

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
SHORTAGE?
WE CAN HELP.

CTG (Crestwood Technology Group) is your trusted
supplier with unequaled certifications and
standards for quality assurance and counterfeit
prevention.
We stock long lead time parts and have access to
a global inventory of heavily allocated parts for
quick delivery.

What Sets Us Apart
• Global Parts Inventory and Supplier
Network
• First-Class Counterfeit Detection Lab
and Testing Facility
• CTG Leads the Industry in Certifications

©2021 CTG is a registered trademark of Crestwood Technology Group, Corp. All rights reserved.
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Advantages of buying
the newest components
In this article, Mouser
highlights how buying
into the latest component
technology can help
companies sidestep
obsolescence, redesigns and
manufacturing delays

For buyers and design
engineers, few things are
more frustrating than a
delay caused by obsolete
components or components
not recommended for new
design (NRND). Identifying
product lifecycle and NRND
products are two examples
of value-added services from
high service distributors like
Mouser Electronics that go

beyond simple component
supply. Mouser gives
suggestions for component
alternatives, along with the
risk level assessment for those
potential replacements.
Having the most advanced
technology to develop
cost-efficient prototypes
limits costly redesigns,
manufacturing delays or
even project termination. It
also leads to a design edge
in delivering more product
features and capabilities,
plus longer lifecycles. As an
authorized global distributor,
Mouser works with its 1,200plus manufacturer partners

Classic Designs
Are Timeless®

to provide fast, easy access to
industry’s newest components.

Mouser’s customers can be
confident they’re designing
with the most advanced,
genuine electronics available
and can subscribe to product
notifications. The company
offers real-time product
availability through its
website and customer service
representatives, providing
accurate product information
for confident buying decisions.
Buyers can access technical
data and application resources
via Mouser’s Purchasing
Resource Library. This

features dozens of articles
and videos that empower
buyers with the insights
needed to make informed
purchasing decisions.
The Purchasing Resource
Library contains instructional
videos (developed in
partnership with leading
manufacturers) dedicated
to some of the most
important components
in electronics design.
The library also features
articles addressing trending
topics, such as vehicle
charging infrastructure,
chip shortages and supply
chain challenges. It can help

Lansdale Semiconductor still manufactures some of the most popular… and timeless commercial
wireless, telecommunications, military and aerospace integrated circuits (ICs) classic designs.
As a global pioneer in IC products life cycle management, Lansdale manufactures over 3,000
classic design ICs in the original package, exactly as they were created and produced by AMD,
Farchild, Freescale Semiconductor, Harris, Intel, Motorola, National, Philips (formerly Signetics),
and Raytheon.
Our exclusive life cycle management program assures you of a dependable, continuous, cost
effective, and high quality source of classic designed ICs today… and tomorrow!
This means Lansdale eliminates the need to go to the time or expense of designing in a replacement
part or even doing a complete product redesign – not when we still make ‘em… exactly like they
used to.

Just like the
legendary Ford Built
GT500 Mustang classic design…
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Log on to our Web site at www.lansdale.com to review our up-to-date
product listings and data sheets.
Contact Sandi@Lansdale.com today.
5245 South 39th Street • Phoenix, AZ 85040-9008
Phone: 602.438.0123 • Fax: 602.438.0138
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buyers choose the most suitable products
for their design and engineering needs.
The site also offers links to the distributor’s
services and tools, including the FORTE
intelligent BoM tool, Price and Availability
Assistant and API hub. Mouser is a one-stop shop
for semiconductors and electronic components,
making it easy for buyers to find and purchase
the tools for innovative new designs.
Mouser launches more new products than
any other global distributor and its website

“”

Mouser’s
customers can be
confident they’re
designing with the
most advanced,
genuine electronics
available

is updated many times per day with new
information. The website features access to
more than six million orderable part numbers.
For added service, buyers may also order and
communicate with Mouser representatives
via phone, email, fax and live chat. Orders
are shipped directly from Mouser’s global
distribution center in Texas, which features
automation for expedited processing.
resources.mouser.com/purchasing-resource-library

For 40 years Rochester Electronics, in partnership
with over 70 leading manufacturers, has provided a
continuous source of critical semiconductors.
The Rochester Electronics’ Semiconductor Lifecycle
Solution™ keeps business moving!

Meet with our team to learn more!
Visit us at Hall C4, Booth 260.
16 Malcolm Hoyt Drive · Newburyport, MA 01950 978.462.9332 / www.rocelec.com
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Obsolescence

Solving obsolescence issues
Director of operations at 4 Star Electronics, Scott McKee, encourages readers
to take time to develop and implement an obsolescence management program
Obsolescence is always lurking
in the background, ready to
upset the best-laid plans of
purchasing professionals.
Luckily, the value-added
independent distributors who
help find long lead time parts
are using some of the same
tools and techniques to help
buyers solve obsolescence
and end-of-life issues.
Over the last decade, the
lifecycle of many standard
components has decreased as
technologies have improved
for higher speeds and
lower voltages, especially
with FPGAs, MCUs and
MPUs. Rapid obsoleting of
these products has outpaced demand for them.
The pandemic exacerbated
this effect, as manufacturers
focused on switching limited
production resources to the
highest demand and/or most
profitable chips. Some older
designs, (not intended for
obsolescence) have now been
abandoned, with little hope of
production resuming. Some
products are listed with over
two years lead time and there
is serious doubt whether they
will ever be available again.
All this leads to a higher
likelihood of counterfeit parts
entering the market. Buyers
can be certain counterfeiters
are diligently working

to take advantage of the
situation. The only thing
counterfeiters love more than
shortages is obsolescence.
To manage obsolescence,
procurement organizations
must develop a thorough
obsolescence program.
Some key steps are:
• Develop a methodology
for predicting part
obsolescence or use an
established program such
as the one developed by
the Center for Advanced
Life Cycle Engineering
at the University of
Maryland. This relies on
the use of algorithms
to help forecast future
obsolescence dates and
determine the optimum
time to redesign
products to eliminate
obsolescence issues

• Work with independent
distributors who are
experts at dealing with
shortages and end-oflife components and can
help handle unforeseen
circumstances revolving
around obsolescence
Reducing risk by focusing
purchasing efforts through
original component
manufacturers and their
authorized distribution
partners is an important part
of procuring authentic parts:
but this isn’t always possible.
One way to mitigate threats
is by aligning with specialist
independent distributors.

• Stay close to original
component manufacturers
and their authorized
channels to get notices
and schedules of
end-of-life material,
especially while things
are changing rapidly

Quality independent
distributors help procure
material from the open
market when other options
are unavailable and provide
value in an obsolescence
program with thorough
purchasing support. Many
independent distributors have
processes in place for bill-ofmaterial and lifecycle analysis
(sometimes referred to as
BoM scrubbing), plus vendor
management, kitting and full
purchasing outsourcing.

• Predictive lifecycle
forecasting tools are
available from data
providers such as
SiliconExpert Technologies,
IHS and Z2Data

The top tier independent
distributors provide validated
material and support
counterfeit avoidance
initiatives through in-house
inspection and test, typically
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The component
shortages over the
past couple of years
have really driven
the independent
distribution model
based on the IDEA-STD-1010
visual inspection standard or
the SAE AS6081 aerospace
standard for fraudulent/
counterfeit electronic
parts. If advanced testing
techniques—such as full
functional electrical testing—
are required, independent
distributors have relationships
with established test labs.
Director of operations at 4 Star
Electronics, Scott McKee, said:
“The component shortages over
the past couple of years have
really driven the independent
distribution model, allowing us
to help a lot of customers. But
we never forget the foundation
that we were built upon, and
that’s the comprehensive
quality and inspection
services that we provide.”
www.4starelectronics.com

Exclusively sponsored by

Quality and
Traceability
Build Trust

By Teri Ivaniszyn, vice president, operational excellence at Digi-Key Electronics

T

he electronic
components supply
chain has evolved
immensely over the past few
years. That’s a good thing, but
it also comes with challenges
that are driving the need
for greater accountability
and transparency.

Many companies are
understandably desperate
to find the components they
badly need and, as a result,
are turning to new – and
sometimes untrustworthy –
sources to find them. With
the supply chain still under
strain due to shortages
of all kinds, including
semiconductors, there has
unfortunately been a flood of
counterfeit products entering
the market. These parts may
appear very similar to the
authentic version or even
be refurbished components
that are sold as new. It can
sometimes be difficult to
tell the difference, with little
details such as packaging
giving away the inauthenticity.
Other times, the differences
are undetectable without
sophisticated technology.
So, how can you make sure
you are procuring quality
products and not falling
victim to these costly and
frustrating counterfeits? The
key lies with traceability.
The importance of
traceability in the electronic
components supply chain
cannot be overstated. In
an era when competition is

stiff and gaining consumer
confidence is vital, quality
and traceability are critical
to protecting a brand’s
reputation. If a product is
recalled or a malfunction
occurs during testing, being
able to trace the issue
back to the manufacturer
accurately and quickly can
mean the difference between
reaffirming customer trust
or ruining your company’s
reputation. As the IoT
realm continues to grow
across industries, the need
for greater traceability is
increasingly important.
Sourcing traceable products
can also save companies
a considerable amount of
money. If any faults arise
with a product, the OEM
or subcontractor can send
a recall notice out quickly
– reducing legal costs and
mitigating profit loss. Defects
with genuine products can
also be quarantined much
easier than in counterfeit
parts, curbing the amount of
manpower and time spent
on correcting an issue.
While discussions and
demand for traceability
continue to grow, Digi-Key’s
commitment to quality
and traceability leads the
industry. Digi-Key only
buys direct from its more
than 2,300 quality, namebrand manufacturers to
ensure each component
is new, authentic and fully
warrantable under the direct

supplier and that accurate,
up-to-date technical
information is readily
available. For each of DigiKey’s more than 13.4 million
components, the company
holds documentation valid
for 10 years that proves its
traceability and authenticity.
Additionally, all suppliers
undergo a comprehensive
qualification process prior
to Digi-Key partnering
with them. The company
regularly assesses supplier
performance, and supplier
controls are continuously
monitored and inspected
by quality and certification
teams, as well as by a thirdparty auditor, to ensure they
continue to meet Digi-Key’s
high-quality standards.
Digi-Key is proud to have
a growing number of SKUs

and suppliers, but the goal
remains the same: to support
engineers and buyers.
One of the most important
ways Digi-Key can do that
is by ensuring they have
access to the highest quality
components on the market.
Learn more at Digikey.com/quality

Built by the companies you know and trust.
Primary Logo

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED

Best defense against counterfeit components
Proper packaging and handling

Fully warrantied and supported by the manufacturer

Search authorized distributors at
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Frequency

Sourcing frequency
control products

ECS Inc. International guides readers through the process of choosing frequency
control products and how to keep supply lines running during these uncertain times
When an OEM is designing an
electronic system, there comes a
time to sift through choices and
make decisions regarding the
frequency control products (FCP).
Experienced and knowledgeable
suppliers are there to help.
Ideally, the OEM explains what
they would like to accomplish

and provides a rough budget.
The supplier should then be able
to provide options for in stock
components or solutions that can
be built to meet the specification.
OEMs should take advantage
of such services as they are the
best source of information on
the crystals and oscillators most
suitable for the application.

We Are Your Electronic
Component Solution.
MHz Crystals
32.768 kHz Tuning Forks
Thermistor Crystals
Real Time Clocks
Oscillators
Resonators
Filters
Power Inductors

If the OEM’s current FCP supplier
doesn’t offer technical resources
and engineering support, ECS
recommends partnering with one
that does. As a rule of thumb,
any product that is in stock
and continuously re-stocked is
a good choice to make. Such
components typically have many
users and are readily available
from other sources as a backup.
Also, the OEM should explore if
a design can be modified to use
one of these standard products.
A little upfront engineering
can and will likely save many
dollars and engineering hours
later. If a custom timing device
is needed for an application, a
manufacturing partner should
help make the best decisions
based on the specifications
including: package size,
frequency, tolerance, stability
and operating temperature.
These specifications will help
identify a component that is
low-cost and long life.
The landscape for FCP and
timing components is changing
all the time. When looking at
the need for frequency control
and timing in modern designs,
crystals and oscillators have
many uses. Some of these can
be very specific depending on
the application. For example,
much of today’s FCP will go
into designs for IoT, portable,
industrial, medical, automotive
and EV applications.
All of these applications will
have different requirements
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for their timing components.
IoT, portable and wearable
applications tend to need small
form factor components with
very low power. Medical and
automotive applications tend
to require very high quality,
consistency and reliability
and might require AEC-Q200
qualification. A good FCP
supplier will have options for all
these applications and more.
For the last few years, the
electronic component industry
has been going through
uncharted times because of
the Covid-19 pandemic and
subsequent supply chain
issues. The need to have an
accurate forecast and an
eye on the world market
is imperative. Many in this
industry continue to ignore
these world market conditions.
They will soon find out that
there is no component too
small or too inexpensive that
it can’t derail a manufacturing
schedule. The best advice to
purchasing professionals would
be to use prudent planning
and always buy FCP from
reputable manufacturers using
their authorized distribution
sales partners. This should
ensure the longevity of the
product, quality of service
and overall satisfaction with
the purchasing process.
www.ecsxtal.com

Enclosures

Specifying high
performance
plastic enclosures

OKW Enclosures’ VP marketing, Robert Cox, discusses how to keep electronics
safe and precise in measurement, control and automation applications

It’s a tough world out there
for test, measurement and
control electronics. Bad
weather is never merciful.
Indoor industrial environments
can be just as challenging.
Hardly the place for sensitive
electronic instrumentation.
It’s a wonder that devices
survive and remain accurate.
Specifying a robust enclosure
is vital. However, sheer
strength is not enough. Elite,
high-value equipment must
also look great. This can create
a challenge for OEMs who
must choose enclosures that
are tough and smart—for
what may be only a small
batch of niche instruments.
Compromise is not an option.
Fortunately, standard
enclosures for measurement,
control and automation no
longer look standard. It’s now
easy to specify high-quality
standard plastic housings that
look bespoke. They need little
customization because they’re
so application-specific to start

with, while remaining versatile
enough to suit a range of roles.
Expect to see enclosures with
higher ingress protection
ratings and tougher plastics
that can withstand the
surprisingly rapid destructive
power of the sun’s rays. Not
so long ago, ABS was the
plastic of choice—trusted
for its dependable resilience.
Now the latest soft-contoured
models tend to be molded
from UV-stable ASA (or an ASA
blend for added strength).
OKW’s Carrytec is an example
of a tough enclosure that
is designed for one role
(handheld instrumentation)
but suits other tasks. These
large attaché-case-style
enclosures feature a strong
integrated handle with a soft
insert for added comfort.
They can be docked in wall/
desk stations for charging/
data transfer; interfaces
are protected by inset areas
on the underside. Probes,
sensors and cables can be

stored in optional side bags.
Carrytec can also be mounted
inverted on a suspension arm
with the handle becoming a
grip for easy adjustment.
Datec-Compact enclosures
for mobile electronics ease
charging and data transfer,
with integrated contacts
available on demand. These
tough but comfortable
ASA+PC-FR housings
can be sealed to IP65. SD
cards and USB connectors
can be inserted within
the sealed compartment.
Tamperproof Torx screws
further enhance security.
Intelligent building control and
monitoring systems call for
smart and discreet enclosure
solutions. Smart-Panel is
designed to blend seamlessly
into modern residential,
commercial and industrial
environments. These slim
touchscreen enclosures are
designed to fit standard flushmounted cavity wall boxes.
Screwless assembly means

they snap into place, speeding
up installation. They can be
opened just as quickly, using
a dedicated opening tool.
Alternatively, Smart-Box
offers features typically
seen on modern diecast
metal electronic enclosures:
IP66 protection, concealed
mounting screws and DIN rail
pillars: yet it’s manufactured
from UV-stable ASA+PC-FR.
That places it firmly within
the realm of IoT/IIoT, smart
factory, Industry 4.0 industrial
electronics. Accessories
include pressure equalization
elements and security plugs
to prevent tampering.
Convex-fronted Net-Box also
ticks boxes as a wall-mount
enclosure for control units.
It offers a capacious interior,
easy three-point mounting
system, deeply recessed area
for interfaces, hidden fixings
for enhanced aesthetics and
an optional IP65 sealing kit.
www.okwenclosures.com
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Enclosures

Five questions to
ask when sourcing
enclosures
Newark’s global head of technical marketing, Cliff Ortmeyer, steps readers
through the five most commonly asked questions when sourcing enclosures
Newark’s support team has been
guiding customers to the right
type of electronic enclosures
for years, providing insightful
selection considerations and
comparisons. In that time,
the company has answered
hundreds of questions but the
most frequently tend to concern
basic and practical aspects.
The following are the five most
frequently asked questions.

Q

What materials and
colors are available?

Customers typically know what
material they want. Sometimes
they default to metal but they
may be doing so while wasting
money and sacrificing flexibility.
Economical enclosures are
available in a variety of metals
(painted steel, stainless steel
and aluminum etc) and plastic
and fiberglass that perform just
as well in certain applications.
Buyers must carefully
weigh the pros and cons of
each material against the
application’s specifications
and budget to determine the
right choice. Does the material
need to be flame retardant,
corrosive resistant or require
UV protection, for example?
Regarding colors, most
customers select from
manufacturers’ standard
colors, ranging from typical
whites, blacks and grays
to a variety of smooth and
textured primary colors.
Sometimes customization
is needed to differentiate a
product or meet a specific
brand color guideline.

Q

What sizes are
available?

Distributors generally offer a
wide range of enclosure sizes
to accommodate virtually any
application. Customers size
their enclosures around the
components being contained.
However, if a perfect fit is
required, some may opt for
a custom sized enclosure if
it can be cost-justified.

Q

Are custom cutouts
available?

Many distributors, like Newark,
will customize enclosures
to fit a specific application.
Sometimes the need relates
to easier assembly or
manufacturing. Other times
the customer may need to
accessorize, add functionality
or simply differentiate the
product in the marketplace.
Cost must be carefully
considered. For example, some
custom plastic or die-cast
aluminum enclosures can be
dramatically more expensive
due to high tooling costs.
Some cutouts can be quite
affordable, depending on
the material and complexity.
Another affordable option is
modifying a standard enclosure
to meet a specific need.

Q

Is a NEMA
enclosure required?
If so, what rating?
NEMA-rated enclosures are
found in manufacturing,
transportation,
telecommunications,
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commercial appliances and
defense applications. The
standards define levels of
environmental protection, such
as use in wet, dirty or extreme
temperature environments.
Levels start at 1, which provides
basic protection against
hazardous parts and foreign
objects. Level 4 is constructed
to withstand liquids, ice and
other environmental threats.
Level 12 provides protection
against: access to hazardous
parts; ingress of solid foreign
objects (falling dirt and
circulating dust, lint, fibers
and flyings); and harmful
effects on the equipment due
to ingress of water (dripping
and light splashing).

Q

Which manufacturers
to work with?

Some customers come to
Newark knowing which
manufacturer’s enclosure
they want. However, most
of the time they ask for
recommendations. They often
have specific power supplies,
meters, buttons, shutoffs and
other components they want
to integrate but don’t know
which manufacturer’s product
lines best suit these needs.
Having worked with thousands
of customers, the technical
support teams have the
knowledge and experience
to guide customers towards
the best manufacturer’s
enclosure for their needs.
www.newark.com

“”

Buyers must
carefully weigh the
pros and cons of
each material against
the application’s
specifications and
budget to determine
the right choice

Enclosure products
Pushing the envelope of larger enclosures
Transtector Systems has
expanded its line of weatherproof,
polycarbonate NEMA enclosures
with its two largest sizes yet. The
roomier models measure 24 by
24 by 10in and 20 by 16 by 8in.
The new outdoor/indoor enclosures
are designed to secure and protect
electronics such as remote wireless
LAN Wi-Fi equipment. They are
rated NEMA 6P and IP68, ensuring

content will be kept free of dirt,
sand and water: from rain, hosedirected water and complete
submersion at a limited depth.
The polycarbonate is lightweight,
high-impact, UV-resistant and
suits high temperatures and
corrosive environments.

for mounting to a flat surface or
(with a pole kit) a variety of pole
diameters. An included rail kit
presents more mounting options
to install a front swing plate, side
plates or a standard back plate.
www.transtector.com

The enclosures can be wall, back
plate, DIN rail or pole mounted.
They include an integrated flange

Tough and elegant
Rolec’s new aluDOOR hinged-lid
enclosures suit industrial electronics
in challenging environments
including factory automation,
sensors, marine, rail, machine
control and robotics. The aluminum
enclosure can be mounted on
walls, bulkheads, machines and
workstations. It is rated IP66,
IP67 and (on request) IP69K.
The hinged lid opens 100 degrees
for easy access and can be
specified with or without a recess
for a membrane keypad or product
label. Lid screws and threaded
inserts are A2 stainless steel for
added corrosion protection.
The lid (with integrated hinge pin)
is pushed into place then secured
with two tamperproof Torx T25 (M5)
screws. Once closed, the lid is locked
with two more T25 screws. All lid
and mounting screws are concealed
beneath extruded aluminum trims.
Ten sizes range from 4.72 by
3.54 by 2.75in to 11.02 by 6.69
by 3.54in. The standard color is
anthracite gray (RAL 7016) with
matt silver powder-coated lid trims.
Other colors can be requested.
www.rolec-usa.com
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Partnering for
semiconductor innovation
Benchmark Electronics is supporting the semiconductor industry on a global scale
following a design and manufacturing partnership with Yield Engineering Systems
Benchmark Electronics is partnering
with Yield Engineering Systems
to transfer manufacturing of its
flagship product line to Benchmark’s
Malaysian facility. Benchmark
will also provide engineering
and manufacturing support
for YES’ upcoming innovative
modular wet process systems
in the Phoenix, Arizona area.
YES’ CEO, Ramakanth Alapati,
said: “We have developed a strong
partnership with Benchmark
built on trust and our combined
expertise. We look forward to

working closely with the team to
bring our technology to a wider
market and to further expanding
our footprint in the semiconductor
capital equipment industry as
the need for semiconductor
manufacturing support continues
to grow worldwide.”
YES specialises in material
modification and surface
enhancement solutions. The
company’s patented technologies
are designed to enhance the speed,
reliability and cost-effectiveness
of semiconductor production

processes. The company’s thermal,
deposition and wet process
systems provide critical technology
to semiconductor, life science
and display manufacturers.
Benchmark’s Phoenix operation
will be leveraging the company’s
expertise in the semiconductor
capital equipment market, including
mechatronic engineering, precision
machining and sub-system assembly.
The partnership comes at a critical
time as the Chips Act has created
a flurry of activity around the
semiconductor industry and demand
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for organizations supporting the
industry has risen dramatically.
Benchmark’s president and CEO, Jeff
Benck, added: “YES is helping solve
critical problems for their customers
in the fast-growing semiconductor
manufacturing industry. We’re
proud to be selected as their
strategic partner and look forward
to working hand-in-hand with their
team to help bring their technology
to market to meet the demand for
semiconductor capital equipment.”
www.bench.com
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Productivity • By John Denslinger

Workplace
upper hand

In the face of a changing economy, John Denslinger encourages
employers to value the people they have; employees to maximize
their productive; and new hires to be flexible

O

ffice productivity in the American workplace
is second to none. For years, tech companies
invested heavily in computational power,
interactive systems, decision tools and
global communication links allowing worker
productivity to soar. That trend continues
today as companies accelerate investments in cloud services
and massive data storage to capture billions of vital data
points from digital mining, IoT inputs and AI applications.
One might say it’s the perfect blend of man and machine with
data-driven decision making, enhanced response to market
and customer changes, integrated feedback loops, unlimited
diagnostic tools and easy accessibility for the mobile user.
Tethered to the office was understandably the daily norm
for generations. All that changed when Covid shutdowns
shuttered offices. Employers were forced to rely on homebased workers for survival. In a way, the shutdown gifted an
unexpected entrepreneurial opportunity to remote workers.
In that time, workers (particularly younger generations)
developed a different view of work. Empowered with
more control over daily schedules employees settled into a
comfortable blending of home and family care with work.
It’s no wonder career decisions value this benefit so highly.
In the quest for talent, who has the upper hand. Is it the
employer or employee and why does it matter? Competing
for talent remains a challenge. If published figures are
right, hiring remains hot. Over the past 12-months, the
professional and business services sector (most pertinent to
our electronics industry) added 1.1 million jobs according to
US BLS records and there remains more than 10 million job
openings as overall demand continues to out-pace supply. It
would seem employees have the upper hand and potential
leverage over salaries, benefits and working location.

John Denslinger is a former executive
VP Murata, president SyChip Wireless,
and president/CEO ECIA, the industry’s
trade association. His career spans
40 years in electronics

A survey of 1,500 managers by Robert Half, State of US
Hiring, revealed 31 per cent of employers will allow new
hires to live anywhere. So, on the issue of workplace, where
do employers and employees stand? Employers talk hybrid
but seem to favor all workers returning to the office. Loyal
employees seem to prefer a mix of office time and some
remote. Potential candidates seek work balance, quality of
life and favorable locations before considering new jobs.
Dave Fisch, CEO of Ladders Inc, a professional search firm,
remarked that 68 per cent of job seekers search for remote
only opportunities. Growing companies need to acquire talent,
but companies also need to build trust, satisfaction and loyalty
among existing employees keeping them competitive to market
conditions. Again, the upper hand seems to line up with
employees. Hybrid and remote working models will prevail.
However, change is in the wind. Wages are increasing but
trailing inflation. Two consecutive quarters of negative
GDP, confirms we are in a recession. The Federal Reserve’s
inflation reduction rate hikes are effectively dampening
demand. Some tech companies are signaling cutbacks and
layoffs. Others are simply resorting to ‘quiet firing’ selectively
moving individuals out. The job market is about to shift.
The Fed may actually hold the biggest hand in the workplace
debate. It judges its counter-inflationary progress on several
metrics with unemployment being a key. The current rate
sits at a low 3.7 per cent. As predicted, the Fed prefers to
talk ‘soft landing’ and not a target unemployment rate that
sufficiently thwarts inflation, but some studies suggest it
may take a 6 per cent rate to break the current inflation
cycle. High unemployment doesn’t bode well for anyone.
Employers: value the people you have. It’s costly to replace
talent lost. Employees: be productive. New hires: be flexible.

Aggregation

Only authorized
sources listed on
TrustedParts.com
Electronics Sourcing asks ECIA’s senior vice president, Victor
Meijers, to explain TrustedParts.com’s uniqueness, the benefits
of using the service and some of its most useful features

Q

What makes
TrustedParts.com
unique compared to
other aggregator sites?
When inventory aggregation
sites first appeared, there
was little to no distinction
made between authorized
and non-authorized sources.
In response, a group of
distributor members of ECIA
(a non-profit trade association
dedicated to supporting the
authorized channel) developed
ECIAauthorized.com which
was later rebranded as
TrustedParts.com. Managed by
ECIA and built by the leading
authorized distributors for
the industry, differentiates
TrustedParts.com from the other
for-profit aggregation sites.
Furthermore,
TrustedParts.com is the
only inventory aggregation
site that displays price and
availability information
for electronic components
exclusively from authorized
sources. Additionally,
unlike other aggregation
sites, TrustedParts.com
requires proof of
authorization by the
manufacturer before any
products can be listed.
These proofs are required
for each region and
regularly reviewed and
audited. Therefore, users
can search for, and buy, the
products they need with
confidence they are getting
genuine components fully
supported and warrantied
by the manufacturer.

Q

How does the site
benefit electronics
purchasing professionals?
Sourcing components
through the authorized
channel is the greatest
safeguard against
unknowingly introducing
counterfeit products
into the supply chain.
It also ensures products
have been properly
packaged and handled
from original shipping to
the production facility.
Another benefit is the
efficiency of the procurement
process. In one place, users
can see price and availability
data from more than 80
vetted distributors. With
over 25 million unique
part numbers from over
4,000 manufacturers,
buyers can easily fulfill
their requirements from 54
billion products in stock.
TrustedParts.com’s API
allows direct integration
with quote tools and ERP
systems, further speeding
the sourcing process. The
BoM tool makes it easy to
search for an entire BoM at
once. Stock and price alert
features provide automatic
notification when pricing
or availability changes for
components on a BoM,
making it easier to manage
market fluctuations.

Q

Are there new
features users
may not be aware of?
One major recent feature is
the ability to search by product
description, instead of just part
number. TrustedParts.com
now also allows search by
part category and product
parameters to easily find
components meeting
specific requirements.
Another addition is product
life cycle and supply chain
risk information. Using
this data, users can quickly
determine whether a product is
recommended for new designs
and how readily available
it is. These tools help avoid
costly redesigns and highlight
products with low risk of being
obsoleted or difficult to procure.

Q

What is the cost
and how is the
site primarily funded?
TrustedParts.com is fully funded
by the fees sponsoring and
other participating distributors
pay. Therefore, unlike other
sites and services, full use of
TrustedParts.com, its various
features and even the API can
be made available at no charge.
www.trustedparts.com

ECIA’s senior vice president,
Victor Meijers

“”

With over 25 million
unique part numbers
from over 4,000
manufacturers, buyers
can easily fulfill their
requirements from
54 billion products
in stock

All this information is real
time, in local language
and true local currency.
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Switch products

Break the arc
CIT Relay &
Switch is offering
an automotive
relay with blowout magnet. In
the automotive
relay world, 12
and 24VDC systems
have been the norm
for over 50-years. With
the world trending toward electric vehicles there
is a need for higher voltage DC switching.
As DC voltages increase, so does the chance of developing
a standing arc where contacts open and the arc does not
extinguish when the relay returns to the fully open position.
This condition damages the contacts and can cause
welding and even melt the relay. To combat this, a
permanent magnet is placed next to the contacts
to pull on the arc and help it extinguish sooner.
The A2K series uses this blow-out magnet to
help break the electric arc formed when the relay
contacts are opening. With a switching capacity
up to 60A, the A2K series also offers resistor and
diode options for coil suppression along with PCB
pin or Quick Connect terminals. The design is
available with or without a mounting bracket.
www.citrelay.com

Smart switch saves energy
ZF’s KNX-RF energy harvesting switch modules are designed as
a resource-saving solution for smart homes. They work without
batteries, require no wiring and are maintenance-free. Energy is
generated by mechanical actuation based on an inductive principle.
Applications include controlling lights and window shutters.
Using the switch’s mechanical actuation, enough energy is
generated to send the KNX-RF directly to a receiver.
The modules are available in serial production. An intelligent
operating concept offers the possibility of up to six different
functions (standard switch module with four functions –
light on/off and shutter up/down). KNX-RF suits extension
of new or existing wired KNX systems (such as KNX-TP)
and is therefore an ideal in the retrofit business.
The KNX-RF module is included in the ETS catalogue
and can be configured via ETS without any gateway.
switches-sensors.zf.com

Display Visions, Anzeige Display World, Blockformat 1/4 Seite 86 x 124 mm (Satzspiegel)

• Intelligent TFT solutions

DC relays ideal for automotive
and mobility

• Innovative chip-on-glass
• New OLED for industry
• Multifunction uniTFT
• App for uniTFT

Three new PCB relays from Omron Electronic Components
Europe target automotive and mobility applications
where space is tight and high-performance is crucial.

• RS232, I2C, SPI, USB
• Touch panel solutions
• IPS Displays

The G8K, G8G and G8PM relays support high-performance
DC motor control with a floor size and volume up to 95 per
cent smaller than similar relays on the market. The devices
are all smaller than standard DA relays and deliver high
contact pressure with maximum coil size combined with
AC500V insulation capacity. Each device targets the specific
needs of different motor control applications in a format
that favors high-density mounting, cutting overall PCB costs.

• Evaluation Kits
• Full programmable
• No lead time
• Long availability

JOIN OUR
DISPLAY WORLD
Hall B5
Booth 300

www.displayvisions.us
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Omron’s technical product manager, application
engineering, Yoshiaki Anai, said: “As direct replacements
for micro ISO relays, these new devices further
support the automotive sector in its ambitions to
design more-compact PCBs so that end-product
sizes can be reduced. The G8PM in particular—with its
patented low contact heating temperature—has a twin
contact design that maintains its reliability and low
contact heating even if one of the contacts fails.”
www.omron.com

Pickering Electronics has launched
a new miniature coaxial reed relay
for high frequency RF systems
up to 3GHz. Series 113RF SIL/
SIP reed relays feature a 2mm
spacing footprint, allowing
high density stacking.
Pickering Electronics’ technical
specialist, Kevin Mallett, said:
“These small, screened reed
relays are faster and smaller than
electromechanical relays, have
a lower insertion loss and better DC capabilities than
solid state relays, and better hot switching performance
than micro-electromechanical machine products.”
Series 113RF relays suit switching up to 10W, 0.5A. Form A
configurations (SPST normally open) are available with 3V or
5V coils with resistances of up to 100/300ohms respectively.
At low levels, typical life expectancy is greater than 250
million reliable operations. The relays employ instrumentation
grade reed switches with sputtered ruthenium contacts
and are ideal for automatic test equipment.
All Series 113RF reed relays feature an
internal mu-metal magnetic screen.

Compact switches benefit from
short travel
Panasonic Industry is introducing a
new series of durable thin type SMD
tactile switches for miniaturized
applications requiring a switch
with a short travel distance
for extremely quick output.
The compact, robust EVPBT series switches benefit
from a low 4.3mm profile
height, sharp tactile feel, low contact
resistance and small bounce noise.
EVP-BT series switches are designed to offer high
reliability with an operating life cycle of up to two
million. Available with a wide range of variations—
eg J-bent and straight terminal types with a total
of 28 part numbers—the switches accommodate
different push forces and vibration specs.
Panasonic Industry Europe’s Markus Lehmann
said: “We are glad that we are now able to offer
our proven switches technology with an additional
profile height and straight terminals to serve
an even wider range of applications such as
smart home, energy or medical appliances.”

Switch products

Coaxial reed relay meets 3GHz needs

industry.panasonic.eu

www.pickeringrelay.com

Fuse optimized for high voltage EV applications
Bourns has announced a new
POWrFuse high power fuse model
series. The PF-K series is designed
to meet ISO8820-8 standards for
the protection of high-voltage
accessory circuits in electric and
hybrid electric vehicles. These circuits
are found in a variety of applications
including electrical energy storage,
battery disconnect units and
battery management systems.
These fuses support operation up
to 500VDC and feature a 20kA at
500VDC interrupting rating and an

extended temperature range of -55
to 125°C. Individual models within
the PF-K series have current ratings
from 15 to 50A and are available in
bolt and PCB mounting options.
The latest POWrFuse EV fuses have
been tested to Bourns’ internal
automotive quality standards for
environmental reliability, transient
current cycling and device electrical
and fusing characteristics.
www.bourns.com

formerly Chicago Miniature Lamp and SLI Miniature Lighting

formerly Chicago Miniature Lamp and SLI Miniature Lighting

Fast supply chain &
global distribution
For details of your local distributor or to
discuss your requirements further contact:

NEW

ussales@cml-it.com

www.cml-it.com
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SEMICONDUCTOR MARKET WATCH

Semiconductor pricing
declines herald another
industry downturn
Semiconductor ASPs have crashed, losing a large chunk of the upturn gains and pointing
to the beginning of another downcycle but how long will this weakness last?
Memory semiconductor
sales slumped starting
in the second quarter,
marking the beginning
of the industry’s latest
downturn although
observers say it will take
at least two additional
quarters before the actual
demand-supply direction
becomes clearer. This is
because semiconductor
manufacturers are still
receiving inconclusive
data from the different
end-markets about the
economy, including for
capacity utilization rates,
customer demand and
supply chain patterns,
according to industry
executives and analysts.

C

What is clear, though, is
that after more than a year
of climbing to dizzying
heights, average selling
prices (ASP) for memory
products, many other
semiconductor components
and passive parts have
begun trending down at
a double-digit pace with
growing concerns this
could accelerate within
the next several months
as OEMs and their supply
chain partners draw down
swollen inventories. The
price declines have been
uneven, as some industry
segments are still reporting
high ASPs and long-lead
times, analysts said. Overall,
though, the trend shows the
electronics industry is likely
to enter negative growth
territory soon, they said.

“The downturn actually
broke in June 2022, with
a huge implosion in sales
driven by a slowdown in
unit shipments and an
18 per cent fall in ASPs,
from the second quarter’s
$1.350 peak to $1.105,
wiping out in one month
77 per cent of the SuperCycle’s gain,” said Malcolm
Penn, CEO and principal
analyst at Future Horizons,
a UK-based semiconductor
research company. “Granted,
downturns are always
uneven and patchy at the
start, partly driven by their
commodity nature, or not,
and partly because there
is at least four months of
work-in-process production
in the wafer fab pipeline
which cannot be stopped,
but we firmly believe no
sector will prove 100
per cent immune.”
The semiconductor industry
was not expecting 2022
to end on such a dismal
note. The outlook at the
beginning of the year was
rosy and most projections
were for another doubledigit growth rate for the
entire market. The World
Semiconductor Trade
Statistics (WSTS), for
example, had projected
revenue growth of 10
per cent for 2022 at the
beginning of the year and
jacked this above 16 per
cent for the year by June.
The industry association
predicted then that
memory sales would be

19 per cent higher than in
2021 on surging demand
from all end markets.
That picture has since
changed. While the WSTS
is still maintaining its
double-digit growth rate
for 2022 other market
forecasters are predicting
a different outcome. Penn
at Future Horizon now sees
IC sales rising only 4 per
cent in 2022, down from his
prior forecast of 6 per cent
market expansion in May
and 10 per cent in January,

“due to worsening economic
outlook and consumer
spending squeeze.” The
industry, Penn said, will start
the next year caught in the
throes of another one of
its infamous downcycles.
“The 17th industry down
cycle has now definitely
begun,” Penn said. “We
have revised our 2022
forecast down to 4 per cent
growth, but held our 2023
outlook at a 22 per cent
decline, back to around
$450 billion, and all things

2023 Semiconductor
market outlook
Growth rate

Value $ billions

Q1

-10%

$118.40

Q2

-8%

$108.90

Q3

-4%

$113.20

Q4

-2.5%

$110.40

-22%

$450.90

2023

Source: Future Horizons
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being equal, we should
be back to single-digit
positive growth in 2024.”
Lower unit shipment and
sliding ASPs will account
for much of the projected
revenue decline for 2023.
Memory manufacturers are
already feeling the heat
and the leading players
have begun taking steps to
cutting expenses to reduce
the impact of the weaker
performance on operations.
Capital expenditure budgets
are being trimmed only
months after many of them
announced what analysts
said amount to the biggest
spending spree in 20 years.
“The memory and storage
industry environment has
deteriorated sharply. 2022
industry bit demand growth
for DRAM is now expected
to be in the low-to-mid
single digit per centage
range, and for NAND,
slightly higher than 10 per
cent,” said Sanjay Mehrotra,
CEO of DRAM vendor Micron
Technology Inc., during
a conference call with
analysts. “An unprecedented
confluence of events has
affected overall demand
including COVID-related
lockdowns in China, the
Ukraine War, the inflationary
environment impacting
consumer spending and
the macroeconomic
environment influencing
customers’ buying behavior
in multiple segments.”

C

Micron, which announced
fiscal fourth quarter sales in
September, is a bellwether
for the memory market and
by extension the entire
chip industry. The company
reported record revenue
growth for the fiscal year
ended September 1, but its
fourth quarter performance
paled beside the solid sales
posted in the prior quarters.
Revenue for the fiscal
fourth quarter dropped
both sequentially and yearover-year, to $6.64 billion,
compared with $8.64
billion in the immediately
preceding quarter and

$8.27 billion in the yearago comparable period.
ASP squeeze
The outlook for the current
quarter is telling, pointing
to a sudden decline across
Micron’s key markets and
highlighting what awaits
most semiconductor
companies in the final
quarter of the year. Micron
now projects sales of $4.25
billion, plus or minus $250
million, for its fiscal 2023
first quarter, down sharply
from $7.7 billion in the first
quarter of fiscal 2022.
While unit shipments
will go down during the
period, the pressure for the
company is coming more
from the gross profit margin
(GPM) front. Micron said
tumbling ASPs, combined
with reduced shipment
will dent gross profit in the
ongoing quarter. It forecasts
GPM for the current
quarter will drop to 25 per
cent, plus or minus 2 per
centage points, from 46.4
per cent in the comparable
quarter of fiscal 2022.
GPM and ASP swings like
this happen too often in
the memory semiconductor
market because of its higher
exposure to the consumer
electronics and PC markets.
This weakness has been
more recently exacerbated
by demand-supply pressures
from the data center and
cryptocurrency mining
markets, according to
industry executives.
“In fiscal Q4, data center
revenue was down both
sequentially and year-overyear, driven primarily by
declines in ASP,” Micron CEO
Mehrotra said. “Inventory
adjustment at customers
across all end markets
are also contributing to
demand weakness. These
factors are depressing
demand for DRAM and
NAND to well below end
market consumption
levels. We are also seeing
an extremely aggressive
pricing environment. Due

to the sharp decline in
near-term demand, we
expect supply growth to be
significantly above demand
growth in calendar 2022,
contributing to very high
supply inventories for
both DRAM and NAND.”

take steps to survive
the expected weakness,
work with vendors to
lessen and spread the
pains of lower ASPs and
ensure their innovation
engines are primed for the
eventual upturn, he said.

Similar stories will crop
up as semiconductor
manufacturers announce
results for the September
quarter and their outlook
for the fourth quarter as
well as projections for
2023. Consensus from the
investment community is
that lower ASPs will hurt
sales and crimp corporate
profits. They will also
impact capital expenditure
plans, which means some
of the exuberant fab
announcements made
over the course of the
last year may be pulled
back, at least until the
market recovers again.

“Downturns are a structural
part of the industry psyche,
which is quite natural and
normal. They are also a
time when longer-term
market share gains are
best made. It is also a time
when innovation comes to
the fore,” said Penn. “Firms
need to emphasize new
products to differentiate
from their competitors and
invent their way out of the
crisis. Innovation tends to
slow during an upturn as
foundries and IDMs ration
R&D access to scarce wafer
fab capacity. The opposite
happens in a downturn
when fab capacity becomes
abundant. As a result, R&D
and new IC design activity
always accelerates during a
downturn and, as with the
past cycles, the downturn
beneficiaries will be the IC
design houses, EDA industry
and leading-edge suppliers.”

It is a cycle the industry
has gone through
numerous times, though.
Each pullback in spending
plans directly results
eventually in reduced
overall manufacturing
capacity, setting the
stage for the component
shortages, long lead times
and price spikes that have
in the past ravaged the
market. This time, though,
industry observers see a
shorter downcycle, arguing
that the semiconductor
market fundamentals
remain strong. Demand
will eventually bounce
back in markets such as
data center, connectivity,
industrial and consumer
electronics because of
continuing interest in the
higher productivity and
innovation opportunities
semiconductors continue
to foster, they said.
In turn, the expected
upswing, which Future
Horizon’s Penn believe will
start in the second half
of 2023, will strengthen
prices again and push up
margins. Semiconductor
manufacturers must
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What’s new

Saves space, simplify PCBs
Vishay Intertechnology’s new resonant transformer suits
inductor-inductor-capacitor applications that features the
transformer and integrated inductor in a single package.
Designed to save PCB space while simplifying layouts
and reducing component mounting requirements,
the 5.5kW MRTI5R5EZ offers tunable magnetizing and
leakage inductance with minimal parasitic variation.
The device is said to be the first transformer of its kind to
utilize a second middle transformer leg to complete the
resonant inductor portion of the circuit. Other implementations
require an additional magnetic core to deliver the same
performance. This unique construction saves space and
simplifies designs by eliminating interconnects or jumpers
from the resonant inductor to the transformer’s winding.
The MRTI5R5EZ suits on-board chargers and half/full-bridge
resonant power supply transformers in industrial controls, solar
inverters, and military, avionics and construction equipment.
Specifications include operating frequencies from
100 to 350kHz, 4 to 6kW rated power, 400 to 800V
input voltage and 28A rated current. Lead times
are 16 to 20-weeks for production quantities.
www.vishay.com

Fault-managed power at
long distances
Remee Wire & Cable has launched the Activate line of
PowerPipe distribution cables. These copper multipair
and hybrid copper/fiber cables are designed to provide
a more cost effective and resilient Class 4 fault-managed
power solution for distributed electronics requiring
long distance runs. Applications include digital power
technologies such as those in smart buildings.
The cables combine the convenience and safety of lowvoltage cables with the power and distance capabilities
of traditional AC distribution. The technology delivers
nearly 20 times the power of PoE over hundreds of meters,
while using low-voltage pathways and wiring practices.
Like PoE, the single cable construction requires only
one cable pull, saving installation time and expense.
The technology leverages pulse transmission to deliver
significant power over long distances, in a similar manner
as data packets travel over enterprise networks. As a
line powering system, it is a means of energizing remote
equipment from a centralized location over copper twisted
pairs or hybrid cables with Class 4 fault-managed power.
remee.com

Connectors and terminals meet
aviation requirements

Best value vs performance ratio
Cosel has launched three new DIN rail AC/DC power
supplies for industrial applications. The company states the
WDA family offers the best ratio of value vs performance
on the market. Specifications include three power levels
(30, 60 and 90W), a low-profile design and input voltage
range of 85 to 264V. The WDA comes with a five-year
warranty and complies with industrial standards.
The three models are compatible with the DIN EN60715TH
35 standard (35 by 7.5mm or 35 by 15mm), the top hat
shaped DIN rail. Features include overvoltage protection with
latching and overcurrent protection with automatic recovery.

ETCO Incorporated has
introduced a range of offthe-shelf products including
electrical terminals and multiple
wire termination solutions, plus a
custom design capability. These
manned and unmanned aircraft
standard electrical terminals
feature over 1,500 connector
products including circuit board
contacts, insulated and fireretardant types, foil connectors,
rings, spades, disconnects, pins,
receptacles and splice terminals.
The products are offered in brass, tinned brass,
nickel and copper plated steel, phosphor bronze,
tinned steel bearing bronze and beryllium
copper ranging from 0.008 to 0.070in thick.

The 30W version is available in four different output voltages
(5, 12, 24 and 48V) and a typical efficiency of 88 per cent.
Output voltages for the 60 and 90W versions are 12, 24
and 48V, with a typical efficiency level of up to 90 per
cent. All models include a potentiometer to finely trim the
output voltage. A LED visually confirms output status.

Available from stock, these terminals can be used with
popular application equipment, stand-alone bench
presses and ETCO’s automated applicators. All products
are manufactured in the USA and can be supplied loose
or in strip form. Custom engineered OEM solutions can
also be provided. The terminals are priced according to
terminal type and quantity, with two-week delivery typical.

www.coselusa.com

www.etco.com
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MEETINGS
& COURSES
CONFERENCE
& EXHIBITION

Jan. 21-26
Jan. 24-26

SAN DIEGO CONVENTION CENTER | CA

Adva n ce i n
A New Er a

Advance your career in a new era of electronics manufacturing with networking at
IPC APEX EXPO 2023. Meet leading innovators and designers, connect with peers, and
create new business opportunities at North America’s largest gathering of electronics
manufacturing professionals on our world class show floor.
IPCAPEXEXPO.ORG
#IPCAPEXEXPO

MEET AND GREET AT OUR SOCIAL RECEPTIONS INCLUDING THE NEW CAREER
CONNECTIONS NETWORKING EVENT WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 25!

Stock Value for
Principle

Minimum Order
Value

No. of Technical
Support Staff

Total No. of Staff

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$0
$0
$0
N/A
$0
$0

0.46
93%
97%
N/A
N/A
N/A

50
50
50
N/A
50
50

1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
N/A
1,000+
1,000+

Y
Y
Y
N/A
Y
Y

N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N/A
4,462
N/A
3,487
N/A
N/A
28,790
N/A
31,445

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

N/A
68%
N/A
100%
N/A
N/A
67%
N/A
68%

N/A
50
50
50
50+
50+
50
50
50

N/A
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+

N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

DISPLAYS & LEDs
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N/A
N/A
12,390
6,179
N/A
N/A
301
N/A
N/A
N/A
1,690
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

N/A
N/A
99%
84%
N/A
N/A
100%
N/A
N/A
N/A
100%
N/A

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

ELECTROMECHANICAL
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N/A
4,326
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
13,976
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

N/A
83%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
86%
N/A

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Distributor

Telephone

Website

3M
Alpha Wire
Belden Wire & Cable
Molex
Molex
TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
ECCO
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics

800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6874
773-767-2200
800-346-6873
800-346-6873

CABLE & WIRING
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.eccoconnectors.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com

Bel Fuse
Bourns
Eaton
EPCOS
KYOCERA AVX
KYOCERA AVX
Littelfuse
Schurter
Vishay

Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Digi-Key
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics

+1 201 432 0463
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-344-4539
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873

CIRCUIT PROTECTION
belfuse.com/circuit-protection
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.digikey.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com

BIVAR
Broadcom
Cree LED
Dialight
Displaytech
Hantronics
Kingbright Company, LLC
Lumileds
Luminus
Newhaven Display
ams OSRAM
Tianma

Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics

800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873

ALPS
Apem, Inc.
E-Switch
Grayhill
Honeywell
Keystone Electronics
Littelfuse
Nidec
NKK Switches
Omron

Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics

800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873

Pack and Hold

No. of Lines for
Principle
23,235
8,106
5,863
N/A
N/A
N/A

Manufacturer

% Lead Free for
Principle Range

Franchised
Distributor (Y/N/M)
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Buyers’ Guide

Advert Index
Advert

Page

Advert

Page

4 Star Electronics Inc

29

Lansdale

APEC 23

36

Mouser Electronics

APEX 23

45

METCASE Enclosures, Inc

35

CML Innovative Technologies ltd

41

Rochester Electronics Ltd

27

Coilcraft

24

Rutronik

BC

Crestwood Technology Group (CTG)

25

Sager Electronics

05

SigmaTron International

37

Digi-Key

FC & IFC

26
12,13,42,43,47 & IBC

Display Visions

40

SMITH & Associates

21

Dove Electronics

11

Trusted Parts (ECIA)

31

ECS Inc International

32

TTI Inc

07

Flip Electronics

23

Winslow Adaptics

17

Fusion Worldwide

09 & 19
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We’re single-minded
about your satisfaction
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感谢Mouser一直
以来专业热心的
服务与支持！

환상적인 고객
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Excellent
service client
à chaque
fois.
Merci
beaucoup

Jedes Mal ein
hervorragender
Kundenservice.
Vielen Dank!
毎回素晴らしい
カスタマーサービス。
どうもありがとう。

Fantastic customer
service every time.
Many thanks!

Optimizing your purchasing experience across the globe.
Visit mouser.com/customer-resource-center

Minimum Order
Value

% Lead Free for
Principle Range

No. of Technical
Support Staff

Total No. of Staff

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

50
50
50
50
50
50
50

1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

N/A
1,325
2,839
322
N/A
2,450
1,960

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

N/A
80%
82%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
50
50
10
50
10
4

N/A
1,000+
1,000+
20
1,000+
20
6

N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

FREQUENCY MANAGEMENT
www.mouser.com
Y
www.mouser.com
Y
www.mouser.com
Y
www.mouser.com
Y
www.mouser.com
Y
www.mouser.com
Y
www.digikey.com
Y
www.mouser.com
Y

1,780
3,889
2,070
178
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

100%
100%
100%
100%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

50
50
50
50
50
50+
50+
50

1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
(800) 675-1619
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873

ICs & SEMICONDUCTORS
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.futureelectronics.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com

18,749
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
94
1,580
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
5,800
N/A
N/A
7,205
7,486
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
1,141
N/A
8,145
N/A
29,676
800
53,781
53,781

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$0
$0
$0
N/A
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
N/A
$0
$0

95%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
100%
63%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
100%
N/A
N/A
100%
96%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
100%
N/A
96%
N/A
94%
N/A
77%
77%

50
50
50
N/A
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
N/A
50
50

1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
N/A
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
N/A
1,000+
1,000+

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

+1 858 676 9650
800-346-6873
773-767-2200
773-767-2200
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
+1 858 676 9650

INTERCONNECTION
belfuse.com/magnetic-solutions
www.mouser.com
www.eccoconnectors.com
www.eccoconnectors.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
belfuse.com/magnetic-solutions

N/A
N/A
Y
23,235
Y
N/A
Y
N/A
Y 165,853
Y
N/A
Y
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
$0
N/A
N/A
$0
$0
$0
N/A

N/A
46%
N/A
N/A
31%
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
50
N/A
N/A
50
50
50
N/A

N/A
1,000+
N/A
N/A
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
N/A

N/A
Y
N/A
N/A
Y
Y
Y
N/A

Telephone

Website

Panasonic
Phoenix Contact
PUI Audio
Schneider Electric
Sensata
TE Connectivity
Teledyne Relays

Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics

800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873

www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com

Bud
Bud Industries
Hammond Manufacturing
METCASE Enclosures
New Age Enclosures
OKW Gehäusesysteme GmbH
ROLEC Gehäuse-Systeme GmbH

ECCO
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
OKW Enclosures, Inc.
Mouser Electronics
OKW Enclosures, Inc.
ROLEC Enclosures Inc

773-767-2200
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
(800) 965-9872
800-346-6873
(800) 965-9872
(888) 658-5774

ENCLOSURES
www.eccoconnectors.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.metcaseusa.com
www.mouser.com
www.okwenclosures.com
www.rolec-usa.com

Abracon Corporation
CTS Electronic Components
ECS Inc
Epson Toyocom
IQD Frequency Products
KYOCERA AVX
KYOCERA AVX
SiTime

Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Digi-Key
Mouser Electronics

800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-344-4539
800-346-6873

Analog Devices, Inc
Broadcom Limited
Central Semiconductor
Central Semiconductor Corp.
Digi International
Diodes Incorporated
FTDI Chip
Infineon
Intel
ISSI
Lattice
Littelfuse
MACOM
Maxim Integrated
Microchip
Monolithic Power Systems (MPS)
Nexperia
NXP
onsemi
Power Integrations
Qorvo
Renesas Electronics
ROHM Semiconductor
Silicon Laboratories Inc
Skyworks
ST Microelectronics
Swissbit
Texas Instruments
Toshiba
Vishay
Wolfspeed

Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Future Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics

Mouser Electronics
ECCO
ECCO
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics

Bel
3M
Aero Conesys
Amphenol
Amphenol
Anderson Power Products
Aptive (Delphi)
Bel Magnetic Solutions
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Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Pack and Hold

Stock Value for
Principle

Distributor

No. of Lines for
Principle

Manufacturer

Franchised
Distributor (Y/N/M)

Buyers’ Guide

602-438-0123
973-579-8100
978-462-9332

Broadcom
Cree LED
Finisar
ams OSRAM
ROHM Semiconductor
Vishay

Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics

800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873

OPTO ELECTRONICS
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com

ABRACON
Bourns
Cornell Dubilier
Coilcraft
EPCOS
Fair-Rite
KEMET
KOA Speer
KYOCERA AVX
KYOCERA AVX
Murata
Nichicon
Ohmite
Panasonic Electronic Components
Signal Transformer
Taiyo Yuden
TE Connectivity
TDK
TT Electronics
United Chemi-Con (UCC)
Vishay
Wurth
Yageo Corporation

Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Digi-Key
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics

800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-344-4539
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
+1 516 239 5777
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873

PASSIVES
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.digikey.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
belfuse.com/signal
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com

800-346-6873
800-346-6873
+1 866 513 2839

POWER & BATTERIES
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
belfuse.com/power-solutions

Artesyn Embedded Technologies
B&K Precision
Bel Power Solutions

Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
$0
N/A
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
N/A
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
N/A
$0
$0

N/A
N/A
N/A
27%
N/A
N/A
51%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
100%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
89%
100%
N/A
77%
N/A
69%
N/A
55%
69%

N/A
50
N/A
50
50
50
50
50
50
N/A
50
N/A
50
50+
50+
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
N/A
50
50

N/A
1,000+
N/A
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
N/A
1,000+
N/A
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
N/A
1,000+
1,000+

N/A
Y
N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N/A
Y
Y

$22M
N/A

$0
$250

75.00%

5
10

62
400+

Y
Y

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

N/A
99%
N/A
99%
N/A
N/A

50
50
50
50
50
50

1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
N/A
Y
38
Y
24,145
Y
N/A
Y
26,533
Y
N/A
Y
77,568
Y
34,078
Y
N/A
Y
N/A
Y
33,780
Y
20,389
Y
14,293
Y
14,948
N/A
N/A
Y
4,620
Y
6,663
Y
6,663
Y
N/A
Y
N/A
Y 102,917
Y
934
Y
18,246

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
N/A
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

N/A
78%
71%
N/A
98%
N/A
66%
58%
N/A
N/A
99%
84%
55%
100%
N/A
98%
100%
100%
N/A
N/A
64%
99%
100%

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50+
50+
50
50
50
50
N/A
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
N/A
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

$0
$0
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

50
50
N/A

1,000+
1,000+
N/A

Y
Y
N/A

Y
N/A
Y
N/A
N/A
N/A
Y
10,744
Y
N/A
Y
N/A
Y
2,160
Y
N/A
Y
N/A
Y
N/A
Y
N/A
Y
6,02
Y
N/A
Y
N/A
Y
N/A
Y
N/A
Y
N/A
Y
85,634
Y
1,563
Y
N/A
Y
30,044
Y
N/A
Y 123,613
N/A
N/A
Y
300
Y 123,613

OBSOLESCENCE / HARD TO FIND
lansdale.com
Y
www.lantekcorp.com
M 186,000
www.rocelec.com
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N/A
582
N/A
1,927
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

Pack and Hold

Lansdale
Lantek Corp.
Rochester Electronics

www.eccoconnectors.com
www.mouser.com
belfuse.com/cinch
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.eccoconnectors.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.digikey.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
belfuse.com/stewart-connector
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com

Total No. of Staff

Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics

773-767-2200
800-346-6873
+1 507 833 8822
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
773-767-2200
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-344-4539
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
+ 1 717 235 7512
800-346-6873
800-346-6873

No. of Technical
Support Staff

ECCO
Mouser Electronics

% Lead Free for
Principle Range

Cinch
Cinch Connectivity/Bel
Cinch Connectivity Solutions
Eaton
ERNI Electronics
Glenair
Harting
Harwin
Hirose Electric
ITT Cannon
ITT Cannon
JAE Electronics
JST
KYOCERA AVX
KYOCERA AVX
LEMO
Mill-Max
Molex
Neutrik
NorComp
Phoenix Contact
Radiall
Samtec
Stewart Connector
Switchcraft Corporation
TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
ECCO
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Digi-Key
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics

Website

Minimum Order
Value

Telephone

Stock Value for
Principle

Distributor

No. of Lines for
Principle

Manufacturer

Franchised
Distributor (Y/N/M)

Buyers’ Guide
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Franchised
Distributor (Y/N/M)

Stock Value for
Principle

No. of Technical
Support Staff

Total No. of Staff

Cincon
Cosel
CUI Inc.
Delta Electronics
MEAN WELL
Murata
Phihong
Phoenix Contact
RECOM
Schaffner
SL Power
Texas Instruments
TDK Lambda
TRACO Power
Vicor
XP Power

Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics

800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873

www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
405
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
80%
N/A
N/A
N/A

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
N/A
50
50
50

1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
N/A
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

ams OSRAM
Amphenol
Analog Devices Inc.
Bosch
Honeywell
KYOCERA AVX
KYOCERA AVX
Littelfuse
Melexis
Microchip
NXP
onsemi
Omron
Renesas
Sensirion
STMicroelectronics
TDK
TE Connectivity
Texas Instruments
Vishay

Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Digi-Key
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics

800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-344-4539
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873

SENSORS
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.digikey.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
12,059
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
4,915
4,915
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
914
914

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
64%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
59%
59%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
65%
65%

50
50
50
50
50
50+
50+
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

OTTO

ECCO

773-767-2200

SWITCHES & KEYBOARDS
www.eccoconnectors.com
Y

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

B&K Precision
Fluke
Keysight
Lascar Electronics
Tektronix
Teledyne LeCroy

Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics

800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
814-835-0621
800-346-6873
800-346-6873

TEST & MEASUREMENT
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.lascarelectronics.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N/A
1,008
N/A
130
N/A
194

N/A
N/A
N/A
$602,000
N/A
N/A

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

N/A
94%
N/A
100%
N/A
96%

50
50
50
10
50
50

1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
175
1,000+
1,000+

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Materials Direct
ebm-papst
Sanyo Denki
CUI Devices
Universal Science

Materials Direct
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics
Universal Science

01908 222 211
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
800-346-6873
01908 222 211

THERMAL MANAGEMENT
www.materials-direct.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com
www.universal-science.com

N/A
Y
Y
Y
N/A

N/A
194
194
194
N/A

£1,000,000
N/A
N/A
N/A
£1,000,000

£0
$0
$0
$0
£0

N/A
96%
96%
96%
N/A

5
50
50
50
5

55
1,000+
1,000+
1,000+
55

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

KYOCERA AVX
KYOCERA AVX

Mouser Electronics
Digi-Key

800-346-6873
800-344-4539

WIRELESS SOLUTIONS
www.mouser.com
www.digikey.com

Y
Y

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

$0
$0

N/A
N/A

50+
50+

1,000+
1,000+

Y
Y

$66m
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ISO9001, ISO14001, TS16949, BEAB, VCA, TUV, UL

Cables and
Harnessing

www.pektron.com

Approvals

Full Turnkey

1-248-677-4838

Location

Design Capability

Turnover

Prototyping

Website

Lead Free
Manufacturer

Pektron

Telephone

BGA Capacity

Manufacturer

Number of Surface
Mount Lines

Contract Manufacturers Buyers’ Guide

Employees

Website

Pack and Hold

Telephone

% Lead Free for
Principle Range

Distributor

Minimum Order
Value

Manufacturer

No. of Lines for
Principle

Buyers’ Guide

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

ai161368588723_Buyer Tools- 8.375x10.875.pdf

1

2/18/21

4:04 PM

Search

Inventory
Management

APIs

Request a
Quote

Cart/Project
Share

&A

Assistant

C

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

Conversion
Calculator

K

Ordering made easy

Tools to search, check stock and purchase

mouser.com/servicesandtools

Committed to excellence

RUTRONIK SYSTEM SOLUTIONS &

INTEGRATED, FLEXIBLE AND COST-EFFECTIVE THERMAL MANAGEMENT
Rutronik integrated thermal management system board based on Elmos parts –
Easy approach to adopt the scheme of distributed control motors.
Benefits & Key Features
■ Flexibility to control multiple BLDC motors
■ Cost effective with highly integrated structure
■ Easy software development
■ Selectable CPU models available
■ Wide range of operating junction temperature
■ User-friendly with unique software control algorithm

ITMS Demo Board

Focus Applications
■ Water Pump
■ Water Valve
■ Oil Pump

■ Urea Pump
■ Fuel Pump
■ Wiper

■ HVAC Fan
■ Engine Cooling
Fan

E523.42
3-Phase Motor
Controller
E523.39
SPI Stepper Driver
E523.06
BLDC Motor
Controller
E522.06
Current Step Down
Converter

ALL COMPONENTS

OF THE BOM CAN
BE FOUND IN THE

RUTRONIK

PORTFOLIO

Rutronik Inc. | 3111 N. University Drive, Suite 1050 | Coral Springs, FL 33065 | USA
Call 954-799-8430 or visit rutronik.com today! Email: sales-na@rutronik.com

